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Hybrid Quantum Systems with Nitrogen Vacancy Centers and Mechanical Resonators

Abstract

Hybrid quantum systems involving coupled mechanical and spin degrees of freedom are promising candidates for applications in quantum metrology and quantum information processing. Specific examples range from sensitive magnetic field measurements to preparation of non-classical states of macroscopic objects and quantum transducers for mediating long range interactions between quantum bits. Nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond represent a particularly promising spin system for these application. They feature long coherence times, well developed control methods, and a possibility of magnetic coupling to mechanical systems. However, achieving strong coupling between spin and mechanical degrees of freedom is challenging, as it requires a combination of large resonator zero point motion, magnetic field gradient, and mechanical quality factor within the same setting.

This thesis presents two approaches for magnetic coupling between individual NV centers and mechanical oscillators. In the first approach, we demonstrate progress towards a high-cooperativity system with magnetically functionalized, doubly clamped silicon nitride resonators. We engineer high quality factor ($Q > 10^5$) resonators with large magnetic field gradients, and show how NVs can be integrated with this platform. Prospects for ground state cooling and quantum gate operations mediated by a mechanical bus are discussed.
In the second approach, single micromagnets are trapped using a type-II superconductor nearby to spin qubits, enabling direct magnetic coupling between the two systems. Controlling the distance between the magnet and the superconductor during cooldown, we demonstrate three-dimensional trapping with quality factors above $1 \times 10^6$ and kHz trapping frequencies. The large magnetic moment to mass ratio of this mechanical oscillator is further exploited to couple its motion to the spin degrees of freedom of an individual NV center, and the resulting coupling is measured. This represents a new platform for ultrasensitive metrology, testing quantum mechanics with mesoscopic objects, and realizing quantum networks.
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Introduction

1.1 Background

The past few decades have seen remarkable growth in quantum technologies, which use quantum mechanics to enable devices that would be impossible based on classical physics. These technologies have the potential to revolutionize fields such as sensing, communications, and computing. However, significant technical challenges remain to
be tackled, and practical devices will likely combine multiple systems together to best leverage the advantages of each\textsuperscript{1}.

Recently, interest has grown in spin-mechanics hybrid systems\textsuperscript{2}, which combine a spin quantum bit with a macroscopic mechanical resonator. Spins are inherently quantum systems that can have extremely well developed control and readout. Mechanical resonators can couple to spin systems, be scaled up easily using modern fabrication techniques, and be engineered to have extremely high quality factors, making them good candidates for storage and coherent transfer of quantum states. Systems combining these properties have exciting applications in metrology and quantum information, where they could open the door to exploring new parameter regimes and provide the foundation for new technologies. In particular, this thesis will focus on hybrid systems using nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond as the spin component. We will first discuss these two exciting avenues for research, then give an overview of the subsequent chapters of the thesis.

1.1.1 METROLOGY

Mechanical oscillators have grown as a key technology for ultrasensitive measurements. The atomic force microscope\textsuperscript{3}, invented in 1986, utilizes cantilevers to take detailed topographical measurements and has become a standard scientific tool. Mechanical resonators are similarly the key technology in spin\textsuperscript{4}, mass\textsuperscript{5,6}, and magnetic field\textsuperscript{7,8} measurements. These applications require state of the art high quality factor, low mass resonators, which continue to be developed and improved.

Recently, levitated ferromagnetic particles have emerged as a promising new technology for sensing. Proposals have shown the potential for these systems to be used as extremely sensitive force and inertial sensors, with both commercial applications
to gravimetry and avionics, and research applications such as studies of magnetic Casimir forces\textsuperscript{9}. There is also the potential to use a levitated, precessing ferromagnetic needle to measure magnetic fields for long times\textsuperscript{10}. This could have a sensitivity many orders of magnitude better than existing systems for precise tests of fundamental physics. There have been early steps towards realizing this potential\textsuperscript{11,12}, but significant technological development remains to be done.

All of these applications require extremely accurate readout of the mechanical system. One approach is to use a coupled spin system. NV centers can be used as high-sensitivity magnetometers, taking advantage of magnetic field dependent phase accumulation with well established AC magnetometry techniques. They have already been demonstrated to be excellent displacement sensors for nano-mechanical resonators, detecting Brownian motion of a magnetic force microscopy magnetically functionalized cantilever with 5 pm resolution\textsuperscript{13}. Such a system could also be used for sensitive spin detection using the mechanical motion\textsuperscript{4}. The key outstanding challenge is engineering strong coupling between the oscillator and spin systems.

Additionally, by coupling a mechanical oscillator to a spin system, a non-linearity is introduced to the oscillator. This permits cooling of the resonator and can allow the otherwise classical object to be put into a quantum state\textsuperscript{14,15}. Such a system opens the door to studying the limits of quantum mechanics with macroscopic objects\textsuperscript{16,17}.

1.1.2 Quantum Information

Quantum computers, in which computations are performed using quantum bits (qubits), can drastically outperform classical computers for certain key problems. For example, Shor’s algorithm\textsuperscript{18} allows integers to be factored in a time scaling polynomially with the length of the integer, rather than exponentially as with the best
classical algorithm. Given that public key cryptography relies on the computational intractability of large number factorization, this could render existing encryption protocols obsolete. Grover’s algorithm\(^{19}\) allows an unstructured database to be searched in a time that scales with the square root of the data size, rather than the linear scaling of classical algorithms, which could have significant impact as stored data volumes continue to grow. Realization of these and similar algorithms at scale is predicted to have transformative effects over the next few decades across industries as diverse as material design, pharmaceutics, and finance, with an potential impact of over $450 billion annually\(^{20}\). Recent progress towards this goal has been made with claims that a 53 qubit processor achieved quantum supremacy\(^{21}\), or the ability to perform a calculation that would be impossible with classical computers. However, significant technical challenges must still be overcome before commercially applicable results, and eventually universal quantum computation, can be achieved.

NV centers have shown significant promise as qubits for these application due to their long lifetimes and well developed single bit control. However, engineering scalable two qubit interactions remains an outstanding challenge. Entanglement via direct spin-spin interactions between NVs has been demonstrated\(^{22}\), which takes advantage of the natural interactions. However, due to the d\(^{-3}\) distance scaling of the dipolar interactions, this can only couple adjacent NVs with tens of nanometer separations and will be challenging to scale. Long range entanglement of NVs over more than a kilometer was demonstrated using photon heralded methods\(^{23,24}\). These methods have continued to improve with results such as entanglement distillation for these systems\(^{25}\), but are inherently probabilistic and it will be challenging to achieve the high entanglement rates necessary for entangling many qubits.

Mechanical systems offer an exciting path forward for mediating interactions, func-
tioning as a quantum bus to allow coherent spin-spin interactions between defects separated by tens of microns. This has been proposed for NV centers, with each defect coupled to a magnetically functionalized cantilever, which are themselves charged and capacitively coupled. Others posit similar architectures, such as coupling the spins to a magnonic crystal or levitated magnetic particles coupled via superconducting loops. These systems offer potential opportunities to create a scalable, many-qubit system, but successful implementation of a high quality resonator that can be strongly magnetically coupled to an NV center remains an outstanding challenge.

1.2 Overview of the Thesis

The remainder of the thesis consists of four chapters. Chapter 2 gives the necessary background on NV centers and spin-mechanics hybrid systems. Chapters 3 and 4 detail progress on and experiments with two hybrid systems with different mechanical systems. Finally, chapter 5 summarizes these results and discusses future prospects.

1.3 Chapter 2: Theory of Nitrogen Vacancy Center-Mechanics Hybrid Systems

In this chapter, there is an introduction to the basic properties of NV centers and discussion of the associated experimental techniques that will be relevant for the rest of the thesis. There is also an introduction to the physics of NV centers coupled to mechanical modes via a magnetic field, with both intuitive and quantitative treatments as well as a discussion of which figures of merit are critical to optimize in such a system.
1.4 Chapter 3: Magnetically Functionalized Resonators for Strong NV-Mechanics Interactions

In this chapter, we demonstrate progress towards a high-cooperativity system with an NV center coupled to a doubly clamped, magnetically functionalized silicon nitride resonator. We discuss three different methods for fabrication of these systems: evaporation of cobalt magnets through silicon nitride stencils, manual placement of magnetic microparticles, and liftoff of iron magnets with a XeF$_2$ gas mechanics release. For each of these methods, we characterize the resulting mechanical properties using an interferometer, and the resulting magnetic properties using magnetic force microscopy and NV metrology. We demonstrate that the last of these methods is the most promising for realizing strong NV-mechanics interactions. We discuss integration of NVs with these resonators, and how to measure the resulting coupling. We further consider technical improvements to continue to push the figures of merit for the devices into the high cooperativity regime, and viability of near-term application such as cooling the resonator to near the ground state and longer term applications such as quantum information experiments.

1.5 Chapter 4: Single-Spin Magnetomechanics with Levitated Micromagnets

In this chapter, we demonstrate a new platform for strong spin-mechanics coupling using magnetically levitated microscopic magnets coupled to NV centers. We discuss the theoretical underpinnings of the levitation of magnetic particles above a superconductor. We then lay out our scheme, which has achieved low dissipation levitation
of Nd-Pr-Fe-Co-Ti-Zr-B microscopic particles above a yttrium barium copper oxide (YBCO) thin film, and characterize the resulting motional modes. We show that the frequencies are tunable by varying the magnet-superconductor separation as the superconductor is cooled past its transition temperature, by scaling the particle size, and by applying external magnetic fields. We then integrate a diamond and demonstrate coupling between the magnetic oscillator and the spin by measuring the motion of the particle via the NV. We finally discuss how, with future improvements, this platform could be used to achieve a cooperativity greater than 1, or even achieve the strong coupling regime, and realize quantum effects. The resulting system could allow exciting applications such as high sensitivity magnetometers, preparation of non-Gaussian quantum states, and mechanically mediated quantum networks.
Nitrogen vacancy (NV) centers are substitutional defects in diamond that are created when two adjacent carbon atoms are removed, one is replaced with a nitrogen.
atom, and the other location is left vacant. In this work we consider only the NV$^-$ charge state. The level structure is shown in figure 2.1$^{28}$.

Figure 2.1: Simplified level structure of the NV center. Illumination with 532nm light can be used to both initialize into the $m_s = 0$ state via the intersystem crossing and to perform readout due to state-dependent fluorescence.

There are multiple properties of NV centers that make them extremely promising for metrology and quantum information applications. The ground state is an electronic spin triplet with a zero field splitting of 2.88 GHz between the $|m_s = 0\rangle$ and $|m_s = \pm 1\rangle$ levels that possesses extremely long coherence times (up to one second$^{29}$). External magnetic fields can break the $|\pm 1\rangle$ degeneracy with a Zeeman shift of $2\pi \times 2.8$ MHz/Gauss. This allows the $|0\rangle$ and $|-1\rangle$ states to be used as a qubit by addressing only this transition. The system can be initialized to the $|0\rangle$ state by shin-
ing 532nm light on the defect. This occurs because an intersystem crossing causes some population from |±1⟩ state to go to the metastable shelving singlet, which then non-radiatively decays down to the |0⟩ state. The same mechanism leads to spin-state dependent fluorescence, so that the NV state can be read out by using the same illumination and detecting the resulting fluorescence rate. The spin state of a single NV can be addressed by applying microwaves using a coplanar waveguide (CPW) fabricated on chip.

2.2 Magnetometry with NV Centers

2.2.1 Electron Spin Resonance

As noted above, magnetic fields at the location of the NV lead to shifts in the |±1⟩ levels. This allows the NV to be as a magnetometer to measure the local magnetic field environment. The simplest such experiment, which allows the measurement of DC magnetic fields, is electron spin resonance (ESR). In this experiment, a microwave tone is swept across the |0⟩ to |±1⟩ transitions, while the NV is continuously interrogated with a 532nm laser. The fluorescence is then read out as a function of the microwave frequency. An example result is shown in figure 2.2. When the microwave tone is off-resonant from the NV transitions, the green laser continuously re-initializes the NV to |0⟩, so the continuous readout measures a high fluorescence rate. When the tone becomes on-resonant with one of the transitions, it transfers some of the population out of the |0⟩ state. This decreases the fluorescence rate, leading to the two dips observed, one for each of the |0⟩ → |−1⟩ and |0⟩ → |+1⟩ transitions. This technique allows the NV spectrum, and thus the magnetic field, to be directly determined.
Figure 2.2: Example ESR spectrum. The two dips correspond to the $|0\rangle \leftrightarrow |1\rangle$ and $|0\rangle \leftrightarrow |-1\rangle$ transitions. These two dips in the data (blue) are fit to a doubly-peaked Lorentzian (orange).

2.2.2 AC Magnetometry

While ESR can be used for DC magnetic field measurements, we can use a series of pulsed experiments to measure high frequency signals. We first need a way to effectively manipulate the state of the NV. By performing ESR, we can identify the transition frequencies for the defect. We can then initialize the NV and drive on resonance, leading to Rabi oscillations between the two states. By applying a drive for a half period of the oscillation, we can perform a pi pulse, while a quarter period corresponds to a pi-half pulse.

These pulses can be used as the building blocks of AC sensing sequences, the simplest of which is spin echo. In this sequence, the NV is initialized to $|0\rangle$, then a pi-half pulse is applied. The state undergoes free precession for a time $\tau$, a pi pulse is ap-
plied, there is a second free precession time $\tau$, then a final pi-half pulse. During the first free precession time, the superposition acquires a relative phase $\phi_1$ proportional to the local magnetic field, which is reversed to $-\phi_1$ by the pi pulse. The second free precession time then leads to an additional phase accumulation $\phi_2$, so the total accumulated phase is $\phi_{total} = \phi_2 - \phi_1$. If there is a DC field or a field varying very slowly over $\tau$, then the same phase will be accumulated over each precession time, $\phi_1 = \phi_2$, and $\phi_{total} = 0$. At the other extreme, if a field undergoes many oscillations during $\tau$, then it will average out and have minimal impact on the accumulated phase. However, a signal with a period $2\tau$ will switch the direction of the magnetic field, and thus the phase accumulation, at the same time as the pi pulse occurs. If there would be an accumulation $\phi$ in the first period and $-\phi$ in the second period, the total accumulation will be $-2\phi \neq 0$. The sequence is thus sensitive to AC signals at and near this period.

We can narrow the sensitive range of frequencies, or the filter function, by adding additional pi pulses with the same time separation. However, doing numerous identical pulses will cause pulse errors to compound, potentially scrambling the state. This can be prevented by carefully selecting the axes around which the pi pulses are performed, such as in CPMG or XY8-k sequences.

### 2.2.3 Using ESR to Measure Low Frequency Fields

In order to use the AC techniques discussed in the previous section, the period of the oscillation to be detected must be smaller than the NV lifetime. Otherwise, the pulse spacing will exceed the lifetime and the NV will decohere during the sequence. This limits the application of these techniques to sensing signals with frequencies above approximately 10 kHz. But what if we want to detect slower signals? We can
instead modify a standard ESR experiment. Consider the effect of a slow oscillation on the ESR signal. As the field changes, the transition frequency changes, so the dip will oscillate. This oscillation can be detected by setting the frequency of the microwave tone to the point of highest slope on that dip and measuring continuously. The resulting photoluminescence signal will oscillate with the magnetic field, and it can be fourier transformed to determine the exact frequency and magnitude of the signal. Further details of this technique are discussed in 4.3.1.

2.3 NV-Mechanics Hybrid Systems

Consider a system with an NV center coupled to a mechanical mode via a magnetic field. The Hamiltonian is given by:

$$H = \hbar \omega_s S_z + \hbar \omega_r (a + a^\dagger) + \hbar \lambda (a + a^\dagger) S_z$$

(2.1)

where

$$\lambda = \mu_B g_s G_m a_0 / \hbar$$

(2.2)

In this Hamiltonian, the first term corresponds to the spin, the second term to the resonator mode, and the third term to the coupling between the two. The coupling strength $\lambda$ depends on two terms:

1. The magnetic field gradient $G_m = \frac{\delta B}{\delta z}$. This is the change in magnetic field at the spin site due to the movement of the resonator.

2. The zero point motion $a_0 = \sqrt{\hbar / 2m \omega_r}$. This depends on the resonator mass $m$ and frequency $\omega_r$. 
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Furthermore, in order to use the system for quantum applications, we want to maximize the cooperativity:

\[
C = \frac{\chi^2}{\Gamma_m \gamma_s} \tag{2.3}
\]

which is the ratio of the coupling squared to the product of the decoherence rates of the resonator (of quality factor \(Q\)) \(\Gamma_m = \frac{k_B T}{\hbar Q}\) and the spin \(\gamma_s\). In general, we want to achieve \(C > 1\), where the information transfer occurs faster than the decoherence. However, some applications will require higher cooperativity, and exciting results be achieved with lower cooperativity using methods such as postselection.

2.3.1 DISCUSSION: CHOOSING A SPIN-MECHANICS SYSTEM

We can use this to inform our choice of systems for spin-mechanics hybrids. For the spin system, we want to maximize the spin lifetime. The long lifetimes of NV centers are thus highly desirable. In addition, their ease of use, magnetic sensitivity, ability to be positioned near to mechanical systems without traps or other overhead, optical accessibility, and the well developed control methods described earlier in this chapter make them well suited to this application.

When choosing mechanical systems, we want to maximize the gradient and quality factor while minimizing the mass and using lower frequencies to maximize the zero point motion. The two systems explored in this thesis, silicon nitride resonators and levitated micromagnets, fit these criteria well. Silicon nitride is a well developed platform for resonators, with established fabrication techniques. The material is light and very thin (150 nm), high stress films can be used, allowing the fabrication of MHz frequency nano-scale resonators with extremely low mass. Quality factors of \(Q > 10^5\)
can be regularly achieved\textsuperscript{31}, and band-structure engineering has allowed $Q = 3 \times 10^8$ to be achieved\textsuperscript{32}. The challenge then becomes magnetic functionalization of a resonator with a magnetic material to maximize the magnetic field gradient while not sacrificing these desirable properties, which will be explored in chapter 3.

Magnetic levitation has the potential to outperform even silicon nitride systems. The entire resonator consists of magnetic material, so it can maximize the gradient for a given mass. In addition, the lack of any support structure yields an automatic phononic shield, eliminating clamping losses and potentially allowing a resonator quality factor that is limited only by losses within the magnetic material itself with theoretical quality factors of $Q > 10^9$. However, magnetic levitation of microparticles has not been well explored, so technical challenges remain. Chapter 4 will demonstrate our first successful steps towards development of these systems.
Magnetically Functionalized Resonators for Strong NV-Mechanics Interactions

3.1 Introduction

As noted in section 2.3.1, silicon nitride resonators represent a well developed platform for nanomechanical devices. They can leverage powerful fabrication techniques
to create extremely high quality factor, low mass structures. However, integrating them with spin defects in a high-coupling system remains an outstanding technical challenge. In this chapter, we demonstrate progress towards fabricating a magnetically functionalized, high quality factor silicon nitride resonator and integrating it with an NV center.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the system. A diamond with implanted NVs is brought near to a doubly-clamped beam with a magnet in the center. Each NV $i$ with frequency $\omega_i$ is then coupled to the resonator mode through the magnetic field gradient with a coupling $\lambda_i$.

3.2 Fabrication and Characterization of Resonators with Cobalt Stencil Magnets

In this section, we discuss first attempts at fabricating these devices.

3.2.1 Device Fabrication

Fabrication begins with a silicon wafer, with a 150nm layer of LPCVD, high stress SiN. Fabrication then requires four steps:
1. A gold coplanar waveguide is fabricated on top of the nitride using optical lithography and liftoff to enable microwave manipulation of the NVs.

2. 145 $\mu$m long by 1 $\mu$m wide and 145 $\mu$m long by 300 nm wide doubly clamped resonators are fabricated in the silicon nitride using e-beam lithography and reactive ion etching. The beams are then released using a KOH anisotropic etch.

3. A low stress silicon nitride hardmask with a thin (2um) slit is aligned to the resonator sample, then a Ti-Co-Pt trilayer is evaporated through the mask. Most of the metal falls to the bottom of the release trench, but a small amount falls on the resonator and forms the magnet.

4. A diamond is placed on top of the sample, with the NV implanted side adjacent to the resonator. The fabricated chip is secured to a carrier using vacuum grease and wirebonded to it to allow electrical connection and easy handling.

Full details are provided in appendix A.

3.2.2 Mechanics Characterization

In keeping with our goal of maximizing cooperativity, we want to maximize the mechanical quality factor of the resonators. We thus characterize the Q factors for resonators fabricated using the method described in the previous section. To do this, we built a Mach-Zehnder interferometer in fiber, a schematic of which is shown in figure 3.3, and integrated it with our confocal microscope system. The system uses a separate long coherence length 1064 nm laser for these experiments, as silicon nitride has an order of magnitude higher absorption of the 532 nm laser used for NV imaging. The absorption leads to heating effects, causing frequency shifts and in the worst case
Figure 3.2: An overview of the fabrication process. a) First, starting with a silicon nitride on silicon wafer, a co-planar waveguide is fabricated. b) E-beam lithography, a reactive ion etch, and a KOH etch are used to define and release the resonators. c) A stencil hardmask is used to define the magnets on the resonators. d) A diamond is placed on top of the resonators, and the full chip is placed into a carrier to allow external electrical connections.

The beam is split into a sample and a reference arm. The beam in the sample arm is launched from fiber into the confocal setup right before the galvonometer, reflected off of the resonator, then collected back into fiber. The reference arm is phase stabilized and recombined with the sample arm, before the combined signal is split and sent to a two port detector. The resulting difference signal is sent to a lock-in amplifier (Zurich Instruments HF2) for analysis, as well as
being used to lock the interferometer against slow drifts.

Figure 3.3: Schematic of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer setup used for mechanics characterization. A long coherence length 1064 nm laser is split into sample and reference arms. The sample arm beam is reflected off of the resonator, then recombined with the stabilized reference arm. The beam is then split again and read out on a two port detector, with the resulting difference signal sent to a lock-in amplifier.

Resonator characterization data are displayed in figure 3.4. For these experiments, the lock-in amplifier is used in ‘sweep’ mode, so it sequentially reads out the amplitude component at each frequency near the resonance. Figure 3.4a demonstrates the resonance for a representative resonator without a magnet at high vacuum (< $10^{-3}$ Torr) and cryogenic temperatures (< 10 K). The resulting quality factor, $Q = 1.25 \times 10^6$, was competitive with leading silicon nitride resonators at the time the experiment was conducted.$^{31}$

Now consider the effect of the magnet on the resonator quality factor. Figure 3.4b shows the same experiment with a representative magnetically functionalized resonator where the quality factor has decreased by less than a factor of three, to $Q = 4.40 \times 10^5$. Thus, though the magnet does slightly decrease Q, it remains high enough to be able to achieve high cooperativity results with reasonable other parameters.
Figure 3.4: The interferometer data for KOH-released resonators. a) For an unloaded resonator, we measure a quality factor of $Q = 1.25 \times 10^6$. b) Even with a magnet, the quality factor remains high with $Q = 4.40 \times 10^5$.

3.2.3 Magnetization Characterization

Now that we have determined that the mechanical properties are good, we need to test the magnetic properties of the samples. To do this, we use NVs, as the magnetic field due to the magnet causes a level shift that we can read out in ESR experiments (see 2.2.1). Since we’re interested in measuring gradients, not just static fields, one approach we can take is to move the diamond relative to the magnet during our experiments. To do this, we mount the sample on a piezo stack. We then surround the diamond by a silicon frame, and place this frame inside a fixed metal one. When we move the piezo stack and the attached sample, the diamond stays in place, allowing us to ‘scan’ the NVs across the magnet.

The results of one such scan are displayed in figure 3.5. From the data, we extract a gradient of 500 T/m. Note that this is an estimate of the gradient in the horizontal direction, rather than the vertical one we would use for an experiment, but it serves as an initial step. Unfortunately, this value is extremely low. From basic dipole models and more complex magnet simulations using oommf\textsuperscript{33}, we expect gradients at
least in excess of $10^5$ T/m, and potentially above $10^6$ T/m. These results persisted even when the material was magnetized in a 1T field along the easy (geometrically longest) axis. There are two potential issues: 1) our fabricated magnets have substantially lower magnetic moments than expected, or 2) the sample does not remain clean enough during the fabrication process to keep dust or other particles off of the surface and keep the NV-magnet distance below 2 µm.

Figure 3.5: Magnetic properties of the stencil deposited magnets. At left is the path the NVs are pushed across the magnet (white dashed box), with ESRs being taken along this path. At right is the derived DC magnetic field and gradient for three of the NV paths. The maximum gradient is only 500 T/m, significantly lower than expected.

We can test the first of these hypothesis using magnetic force microscopy (Asylum Research Cypher). We deposit a magnet on a sample of silicon nitride using the same procedure, and scan across the magnet. The results are shown in figure 3.6. Though the magnets look qualitatively intact and don’t suffer from obvious damage or delamination, the MFM results show that areas on the magnet have the same response as
the silicon nitride background, or equivalently that the magnets do not display a significant magnetic response. The mechanism for failure in the process remains unknown.

Figure 3.6: a) An SEM image of a stencil deposited magnet on a resonator. The magnet qualitatively looks intact. b) MFM of a magnet. The response on the magnet is the same as the non-magnetic background, demonstrating that there is no significant magnetic response.

3.3 Improving Magnetic Response: Magnetic Particles

In parallel to this work, characterization of Nd-Pr-Fe-Co-Ti-Zr-B alloy microparticles had been performed for use in superconducting levitation experiments (see chapter 4), and they were found to have high magnetic moments. This inspired the use of these microparticles as the magnetic material for these experiments, as described in this section.
3.3.1 Device Fabrication

Device fabrication is similar to the method described in 3.2.1 above. However, in step 3, there is no longer a hardmask or evaporation step. Instead, the sample is placed into a Focused Ion Beam and Scanning Electron Microscope with a tungsten manipulator tip (FEI Helios 660). This allows imaging and selection of single 1-2 µm particles from a powder. The selected particle is picked up with the manipulator tip and placed onto the center of a beam (figure 3.7), then optionally secured by using the FIB to deposit 30 nm of platinum.

Figure 3.7: a) An SEM of using a tungsten tip to place a magnetic bead onto a released resonator. b) AN SEM showing the final device. These devices have a small pad in the center to simplify particle placement.

3.3.2 Magnetization Characterization

To characterize these devices, we use an ensemble diamond placed on top of the sample. We can then use ESR to determine the magnetic field at each point in the diamond plane. The data are shown in figure 3.8. In 3.8c, we image in a circle around the magnetic particle. For each angle, up to 8 peaks are observed, with each pair corresponding to one of the four NV orientations at each location. The data show an
angular dependence of the splitting, as we would expect only if we were seeing a real magnetic signal. To estimate the gradient, a scan is taken in a line away from the particle as shown in figure 3.8b. The resulting measured gradient is $> 2 \times 10^4$ T/m, nearly two orders of magnitude improved over the previous design and matching expectations for spherical magnetic particles of this size. The gradients could potentially be improved further by using smaller particles or shaping the particles to be non-spherical. Furthermore, single peaks, corresponding to single transitions, could be isolated for further experiments (figure 3.8d).

This design solved the magnetization challenges seen in the previous iterations. However, it was insufficiently robust. In particular, the particles would detach from the beams during experiments, destroying the sample and preventing couplings from being measured.

3.4 Fabrication and Characterization of Resonators with Iron Magnets

In order to increase magnet robustness, an alternate fabrication method was needed. In particular, we want to use an evaporation technique so there will be an adhesion layer between the magnetic material and the silicon nitride. Since a hardmask technique was unsuccessful, this suggests that we instead use a liftoff technique to define the magnets. However, performing lithography on top of released resonators is extremely challenging due to their fragility, so the magnets must be defined before release. And since KOH etches most magnetic materials, we need an alternate release etch so that the magnets will survive the process.

During release, the silicon sacrificial layer underneath the silicon nitride resonator
Figure 3.8: Characterization of magnetic particle samples using NVs. a) SEM image of the sample. The blue ring and red line show the scan paths for (b) and (c) respectively. b) Line scan away from the magnet showing the magnetic field at each point. The inset shows the derived gradient of up to $2 \times 10^4$ T/m. c) Ring scan around the magnet showing an angular dependence of the NV ESR splitting. d) The line corresponding to the dashed white line in (c). Note that we can resolve multiple NV families, and can use an isolated peak for further experiments.

is removed. Thus, in order to underetch the resonators without destroying them, an isotropic etch with an extremely high selectivity of silicon to silicon nitride and magnetic material is required. One such etching chemistry is XeF$_2$, which in our homemade etcher was measured to have a Si:SiN selectivity of >2000:1, and which does attack only a small set of metals. It had also been used successfully before to release high quality factor silicon nitride resonators with a 30nm layer of Al$^{34}$, which is a
similar case to the one here and thus looked to be a promising direction.

3.4.1 Device Fabrication

Device fabrication is similar to the method described in 3.2.1 above. However, the resonators are not released at the end of step 2. Instead, the magnets are defined with a liftoff technique using e-beam lithography, then a Cr-Fe-Cr trilayer is evaporated. The liftoff is completed, leaving a magnet at the center of each resonator, and then the release occurs using a XeF$_2$ etch.

Full details of the process are presented in appendix A.

3.4.2 Mechanics Characterization

The mechanics of these released resonators are characterized using the same method as in 3.2.2. Figure 3.9 shows the results for unloaded resonators. Clear peaks can be measured corresponding to the motional modes of the resonators with quality factors $Q > 10^5$. Though these room temperature results are slightly lower than the values demonstrated at cryogenic temperatures for the KOH released resonators in section 3.2.2, it matches the results for those resonators taken at room temperature. Thus, this fabrication method is a viable alternate way of releasing resonators while maintaining the high quality factors required for quantum experiments.

3.4.3 Magnetization Characterization

Now that the behavior of the mechanics meets the requirements, we need to evaluate the magnetic properties. First, we can perform an MFM experiment as in section 3.2.3 to do an initial check of magnet quality. The results are shown in figure
3.9. The interferometer data for XeF$_2$-released resonators. The quality factor of $Q > 10^5$ at high vacuum and room temperature is in line with the results for KOH released resonators.

3.10. The signal gradient on the magnet has the opposite direction of the background, rather than matching it, and there are strong signals at the poles of the magnet. The result thus demonstrates that the magnets appear to be bar magnets, as would be expected.

To confirm this result, we use an ensemble diamond to characterize the magnetic fields from magnetized resonators. A scan is taken in a line away from the magnet, as shown in figure 3.11. Points near the magnet register a significantly larger NV splitting (figure 3.11b), which corresponds to a larger magnetic field. These data (figure 3.11c) can be used to approximate a magnetic field gradient of $1.2 \times 10^3$ T/m. How-
Figure 3.10: MFM of a Cr-Fe-Cr liftoff magnet. The response on the magnet is much different than the non-magnetic background and there are strong signals at the poles, demonstrating magnetization and matching what we would expect for a bar magnet.

ever, this magnets use Iron, which is a soft magnet, as the magnetic layer. This means that we can further increase the gradient by applying a field along the easy axis of the magnet (along the resonator) to bring the magnetic moment above the remnant magnetization. The result is shown in the orange curve in figure 3.11c. Even applying only a 40G external field, the gradient is boosted by more than a factor of four to $5 \times 10^3$ T/m. Applying increasingly large fields should further increase the measured gradient, with the caveat that all fields must be aligned to the NV axis to maintain NV functionality.

An additional concern is that magnetic noise could potentially affect NV lifetimes. To test this, we ran a Hahn echo experiment on the current configuration, with the
results shown in figure 3.11d. This demonstrated a $T_2 > 100\mu$s, which matches expectations for these samples without a nearby noise source.

Figure 3.11: Characterization of liftoff magnet samples using an ensemble NV diamond. a) SEM image of the sample. The black line shows the line scan shown in (b). b) Line scan away from the magnet showing the magnetic field at each point. Note that points closer to the magnet have a larger splittings, indicating that the magnets have significant magnetic moments c) Derived magnetic field, showing the remnant field from the magnet (blue) and the boosted field when a 40G field is applied along the NV axis. d) Hahn echo $T_2$ experiments on an NV near the magnet. Even with the magnet nearby, the NV lifetime remains long.

3.5 Outlook

In this work, we’ve demonstrated progress towards a high cooperativity hybrid quantum system with NV centers and silicon nitride mechanical resonators. We now
discuss the improvements that still need to be made to make the system viable, as well as exciting future directions for the work.

3.5.1 Current Challenges and Next Steps

We have independently demonstrated that the samples have good mechanical and magnetic properties. We now want to measure the coupling directly to determine the viability for quantum applications. To do so, we can use an XY8-k dynamical decoupling experiment sequence, as seen in figure 3.12. In such a sequence, a series of π pulses is applied to the NV with a time separation τ. When τ is matched to the resonator frequency, the spin flips of the NV are matched with the displacement directional flips of the resonator, leading to phase accumulation that doesn’t occur when τ is mismatched. This leads to a contrast dip in the signal at this key τ value. The resulting curve can be fit to a theoretical model to extract the coupling parameters.

However, there is a technical challenge that has arisen with current samples. In order to take these measurements in a reasonable amount of time, we need to be able to measure the mechanical resonance frequency in order to be able to choose the tau range to sweep over. Unfortunately, current resonators occasionally break during interferometer measurements. The likely cause is residual resist on the beams from the liftoff step, which strongly absorbs the incident light, heating and melting the beam. Beam damage was reduced by using an O₂ plasma etch on the samples, but this also decreased the measured magnetic moment, implying oxidation of the magnetic material. Similarly, the strongest resist removal etches such as piranha cause severe damage to the magnets. However, initial experiments with using heated Remover PG rather than acetone for liftoff shows initial promising results for removing this residue and allowing these exciting experiments to continue.
Figure 3.12: Schematic of an XY8-k sequence that could be used to derive the resonator-NV coupling. The signal resulting from this experiment can be fit to theoretical models to extract the coupling.

3.5.2 Future Work

There are myriad exciting next steps that are possible, both in terms of technical improvements and physics explorations. For technical improvements, we want to continue to push the figures of merit for our devices. We’ve mechanical demonstrated quality factors of $Q > 10^6$, but recent work with phononic engineering of silicon nitride resonators has pushed this to $Q > 8 \times 10^8$.32 By performing similar optimizations for our geometries, we could hope to gain multiple orders of magnitude improvement in our own devices. Similarly, by optimizing the shape and composition of our magnets, we hope to increase the magnetic field gradients at nearby NVs and thus open the door to new types of quantum experiments.

What sort of experiments are possible with parameters we can realize currently
or in the near future? One exciting opportunity is to cool the resonator through the NV. The intuition is that the coupling between the NV and the mechanical mode can allow us to transfer phonons from that mode to an NV in the $|0\rangle$ state, cooling the resonator but causing the NV to undergo a $|0\rangle$ to $|1\rangle$ transition. The NV can then be optically pumped back to the $|0\rangle$ state, recooling it. If the resonator is coupled to a large number of NVs, for example in a high density (black) ensemble diamond, then the resulting cooling rate can be quite high with an even modest coupling. The resulting steady state phonon occupation depends on the equilibrium reached between this cooling and the reheating from the environment, related to the resonator quality factor. For a 1 MHz resonator starting at 4K with a quality factor of $Q = 10^6$, coupled to $10^6$ NVs with a $T_1$ of 18 $\mu$s, the cooling dynamics are shown in figure 3.13. With even this modest coupling, the resonator is able to be cooled to just above the ground state.

Additional experiments become possible as the coupling improves. For example, we could measure the backaction of a single NV on the resonator, or implement quantum metrology schemes such as spin squeezing. These provide interesting short and medium term goals as we progress towards improved sample engineering that will hopefully enable strong coupling to be achieved, allowing the realization of two-qubit gates mediated by a mechanical bus and opening this system up to be used as a platform for quantum information experiments.
Figure 3.13: Cooling dynamics for a 1 MHz resonator starting at 4K with a quality factor of $Q = 10^6$, coupled to $10^6$ NVs with a $T_1$ of 18 $\mu$s. Note that with these parameters, the resonator can be cooled to nearly the ground state.
4

Single-Spin Magnetomechanics with Levitated Micromagnets

4.1 Introduction

Realizing coherent coupling between individual spin degrees-of-freedom and massive mechanical modes is an outstanding challenge in quantum science and engineering.
The spin’s strong quantum non-linearity facilitates preparation of macroscopic quantum states of motion\(^\text{15}\), while the mechanical mode can mediate effective spin-spin interactions between distant spin-qubits\(^\text{35}\). This enables applications in quantum information processing\(^\text{26}\), sensing\(^\text{13,36,37}\), and fundamental physics\(^\text{38,39}\). One particularly promising approach is to engineer a strong spin-mechanical coupling via magnetic field gradients\(^\text{14,40,41,42,43}\). Achieving strong spin-resonator coupling requires a combination of high quality mechanical resonators, strong magnetic field gradients, and spin qubits with very long spin coherence times, such that the coupling exceeds the decoherence rates of the two subsystems.

In this chapter, we propose and demonstrate a new platform for strong spin-mechanical coupling based on levitated microscopic magnets coupled to the electronic ground state of a single nitrogen vacancy (NV) center in diamond (Fig. 4.10). The key idea is to utilize a levitated magnet that is localized in free space by electromagnetic fields. In such a system, dissipation is minimized since there is no direct contact with the environment. Specifically, we make use of a levitating mechanical resonator based on magnetostatic fields. This approach not only avoids clamping losses, but also circumvents photon recoil and heating associated with optical levitation\(^\text{44,45,46,47,48}\) and is therefore predicted to yield large mechanical quality factors\(^\text{49,50}\). In addition, the levitated magnet naturally generates the strong magnetic field gradient that is required for spin-mechanical coupling. We specifically demonstrate the coupling to an individual NV-center, one of the most studied color centers in diamond\(^\text{28}\). Besides optical initialization and readout, the NV-center features long coherence times, which makes it an attractive candidate for scalable quantum networks in the solid state\(^\text{26}\), quantum sensing\(^\text{51,52,53}\) and quantum communication\(^\text{24}\).

So far, experiments with superconducting levitation have been limited to millimeter-
scale magnets. A recent experiment demonstrated superconducting levitation of micro-magnets, but without spin-mechanical coupling and with much lower frequencies and Q-factors than shown here. A concurrent experiment demonstrated a high quality factor, but similarly with lower frequencies and without spin-mechanical coupling. Levitated spin-mechanical systems in which the spin is hosted inside the resonator have been implemented with nano-diamonds containing NV-center defects trapped in optical tweezers, Paul traps, and magneto-gravitational traps. Nonetheless, the challenge remains to integrate these systems with strong magnetic field gradients, long coherence NV-centers and operation under ultra-high vacuum conditions. Our approach fulfills all these criteria simultaneously (Fig.4.10).

4.2 Theory of Magnetic Levitation

The simplest model for magnetic levitation above a superconductor considers levitation of the magnet above a type-I superconductor, with trapping only in the vertical direction. This can be modeled using the method of images, and extended to a three dimensional trap by introducing a defect into the superconductor. Furthermore, the trapping frequencies can be drastically increased by instead using a type-II superconductor in the field-cooled regime, where there is a magnetic field applied to the superconductor from the magnetic particle as it passes the critical temperature. In this section, we will give both intuitive pictures and quantitative descriptions of the trapping dynamics for these two cases.
4.2.1 Levitation Above a Superconductor: Frozen Dipole Method

To compute the trap behavior for the case of a magnetic particle levitated over a superconductor, we use the frozen dipole method\textsuperscript{65}. Assume that the magnetic particle is a dipole, and that it is levitated above an infinitely thin superconductor \(^*\) in its complete shielding state.

The total potential energy of the levitated magnet is given by

\[
U(r, \theta) = -\hat{\mu} \cdot \mathbf{B}_{\text{tot}} + m g_o z
\]

where \(m\) is the mass of the magnet, and \(g_o = 9.81 \text{ m/s}^2\).

To determine the effective total magnetic field, note that we can model the response of the superconductor as two dipoles. First consider the case where the magnetic particle starts infinitely far away from the superconductor (the type-I or Meissner effect case). The superconductor cannot be penetrated by any magnetic flux, so the currents in the superconductor must create a magnetic field distribution to cancel the magnetic field at the surface. However, for a magnet at a height \(z\), we can also achieve this by having a 'image' dipole, reflected from the real dipole around the horizontal axis, at \(-z\). By the uniqueness theorem, this must be equivalent to the superconductor field.

Now consider the case where instead the magnetic particle is held at a height \(h\) above the superconductor during cooldown as the critical temperature is passed. Now, in the 'field-cooled regime', the superconductor has flux trapped inside, so that rather than expelling the magnetic field the superconductor instead maintains the initial

\(^*\)In our experiment, the magnetic particles have diameters in the tens of microns, and they are centered on a millimeter scale superconductor, so we expect edge effects to be minimal.
magnetic field impinging on it. This initial condition is modeled with a 'frozen' dipole at \(-h\) with the same magnitude as the real dipole but reflected about the vertical axis. As the particle moves, the image dipole moves with the particle, but the frozen dipole stays at this initial position. Equivalently, we can think of this as the superconductor trying to maintain the particle at its initial position during cooldown to maintain the initial field on it (for a perfectly hard superconductor in the absence of gravity), which leads to that position intuitively being the center of the trap. Note that in the frozen dipole model, the image and frozen dipoles overlap and cancel each other at this position, leading to no response from the particle as one would expect.

In addition, any deviation away from that center results in a restoring force from this combination of dipoles.

Let us now quantify this effect. The effective total magnetic field on the particle is given by

\[
B_{\text{tot}} = B(\hat{\mu}_f, \mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_f) + \frac{1}{2} B(\hat{\mu}_i, \mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_i)
\]  

(4.2)

the sum of the field from the frozen dipole and the image dipole \(^\dagger\). Here,

\[
\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_f = \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ z + h_{\text{cool}} \end{pmatrix}, \quad \hat{\mu}_f = \mu_m \begin{pmatrix} -\sin(\theta_{\text{cool}}) \\ 0 \\ \cos(\theta_{\text{cool}}) \end{pmatrix}
\]

(4.3)

\(^\dagger\)Note that the potential energy \(U_i = -q^2 \int_{-\infty}^z \frac{1}{z+z'} dz' = q^2/4z\) of a charge in the field of its image charge is half the potential energy of a charge in the field of another real charge \(U_e = -q^2 \int_{-\infty}^z \frac{1}{z+z'} dz' = q^2/2z = 2U_i\).
are the position and orientation of the frozen dipole and

$$
\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_i = \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ 2z \end{pmatrix}, \quad \hat{\mathbf{r}}_i = \mu_m \begin{pmatrix} \cos(\phi) \sin(\theta) \\ \sin(\phi) \sin(\theta) \\ -\cos(\theta) \end{pmatrix}
$$

(4.4)

are the position and orientation of the image dipole, respectively, with \( \mathbf{r} \) the position of the magnet and \( \theta = (\theta, \phi) \) its orientation. Note that due to the symmetry of the problem, we can choose the polar angle of the frozen dipole to be zero.

The field produced by a dipole \( \hat{\mathbf{r}} \) at a distance \( \mathbf{r}' \) is given by

$$
\mathbf{B}(\mathbf{r}', \hat{\mathbf{r}}) = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \left( \frac{3\mathbf{r}'(\hat{\mathbf{r}} \cdot \mathbf{r}')}{r'^3} - \frac{\hat{\mathbf{r}}}{r'^3} \right) = \frac{\mu_0 \mu_m}{4\pi \hbar} f(\bar{\rho}) \mathbf{e}_B
$$

(4.5)

For further analysis, it is convenient to write this potential in a dimensionless form

$$
U_0(\mathbf{r}; h_{\text{cool}}, \theta_{\text{cool}}) = U_s u_s(\mathbf{u}_s),
$$

where the energies are scaled by some characteristic energy scale \( U_s \) and the lengths are scaled by some characteristic length scale \( l_s \). Natural choices for this length scale are the critical radius \( a_{\text{crit}} = B^2_r/(16 g_o \rho \mu_0) \), the levitation height for the Meissner case (i.e. initial condition with magnet at infinity) \( h_1 \), and the particle radius \( a \). Table 4.1 lists the characteristic energies for the three cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( l_s )</th>
<th>( a_{\text{crit}} )</th>
<th>( a )</th>
<th>( h_1 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( U_s )</td>
<td>( mg_o a^2/a_{\text{crit}}^2 )</td>
<td>( mg_o a_{\text{crit}} \alpha )</td>
<td>( mg_o h_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha_s )</td>
<td>( \alpha^{-3} )</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Characteristic scales for different normalizations

The dimensionless state vector for the physical coordinates \( \mathbf{r} = [x, y, z, \theta, \phi] \) is given by \( \mathbf{u}_s = A \mathbf{r} = [x/l_s, y/l_s, z/l_s, \theta, \phi] = [x_s, y_s, z_s, \theta, \phi] \), where \( A = \text{diag}(1/l_s, 1/l_s, 1/l_s, 1, 1) \).
Figure 4.1: Effective model for the magnet and superconductor interaction.
The magnetic particle is initially held a height $h_{cool}$ above the superconductor (red line) above the critical temperature. As the superconductor is cooled past the critical temperature, it traps flux leading to a field identical to that formed by the 'frozen' dipole. There is a second 'image' dipole which follows the motion of the particle, leading to a trap at a height $h_{eq}$ above the superconductor.

The dimensionless potential is then given by

$$u_s(u_s; h_{cool}, \theta_{cool}, \alpha_s) = [\alpha_s z_s + g(u_s; h_{cool}, \theta_{cool})]$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

where the prefactor $\alpha_s$ is given in table 4.1 and $\alpha = a/a_{crit}$ is the particle radius normalized to the critical radius.

The second term in Eq. (4.6) is given by

$$g(u; h_{cool}, \theta_{cool}) = \left(\frac{3 + \cos(2\theta)}{6z^3} - \frac{16[\cos(\theta)g_c(u; h_{cool}, \theta_{cool}) + \sin(\theta)g_s(u; h_{cool}, \theta_{cool})]}{3[(h_{cool} + z)^2 + x^2 + y^2]^{5/2}}\right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.7)
with

\[ g_c(u; h_{cool}, \theta_{cool}) = 2(h_{cool} + z)^2 - x^2 - y^2 \cos(\theta_{cool}) - 3x(h_{cool} + z) \sin(\theta_{cool}) \] (4.8a)

\[ g_s(u; h_{cool}, \theta_{cool}) = 3(h_{cool} + z)(x \cos(\phi) + y \sin(\phi)) \cos(\theta_{cool}) + \left[ ((h_{cool} + z)^2 - 2x^2 + y^2) \cos(\phi) - 3xy \sin(\phi) \right] \sin(\theta_{cool}) \] (4.8b)

From the potential we obtain the force via the gradient\(^†\), \( f(r) = -\partial_r U_0(r) = -U_s A \partial_u u_s(u) \). At equilibrium, the force vanishes \( f(u_{eq}) = 0 \) and a Taylor expansion of the force around equilibrium gives \( f^{eq}(u) \approx -U_s A k_s u \), where the elements of the stiffness matrix \( k_s \) are given by \( k_{ij} = \partial_{u_i} \partial_{u_j} g(u) \big|_{u = u_{eq}} \).

Figure 4.2: Equilibrium position and orientation for a \( a = 22.5\mu m \) radius magnet. All length scales are normalized to the radius \( a \).

Finally, the equation of motion around the equilibrium is given by

\[ \ddot{u} + W u = 0 \] (4.9)

\(^†\)Here, we drop the arguments for the initial conditions \( (h_{cool}, \theta_{cool}, \alpha) \) and the subscript \( s \) for ease of notation.
with \( W = U_s A^2 \hat{\mu}^{-1} k_s \) and the mass matrix \( \hat{\mu} = \text{diag}(m, m, m, I_m, I_m) \), where \( m \) and \( I \) are the mass and the moment of inertia of the particle. For a spherical particle, \( I = 2ma^2/5 \) and \( m = 4\pi a^3/3 \). The frequencies are then given by the eigenvalues of \( W = \omega_0^2 k \), where \( k = I_{5/2} k_s \) and \( I_{5/2} = \text{diag}(1, 1, 5/2, 5/2) \). Note that \( k_s = k_0(h_s, \theta_{\text{cool}}, \alpha) \) depends on the normalized cooldown height \( h_s \) and orientation, and on the size of the particle through the parameter \( \alpha \). The characteristic frequency is given by

\[
\omega_0 = \sqrt{\frac{U_s}{m} l_s^{-1}} \hspace{1cm} (4.10)
\]

and the mode frequencies by \( \omega_i = \omega_0 \sqrt{k_i} \), where \( k_i \) are the eigenvalues of \( k \).

---

\footnote{Note that since \( A \) and \( \hat{\mu} \) are diagonal, they commute and \( A^2 \) is also diagonal with elements of \( A^2_{ii} \).}

Figure 4.3: Mode frequencies for an \( a = 22.5 \mu m \) radius magnet as a function of cooldown orientation and distance (normalized to the radius \( a \)).
4.2.2 Solution in the Meissner case

For the case when we cool the superconductor with the magnet very far away such that there is no flux trapping (Meissner or type I case, \( h_{\text{cool}} \to \infty \)), we find

\[
g(z_s) = \frac{3 + \cos(2\theta)}{6z^3}
\]  

(4.11)

Thus, the potential minimum is at \( \theta = \pi/2 \) and \( z = h_1 = (\frac{a^3B_r^2}{16\mu_0})^{1/4} \). The frequencies are \( \omega_i = \omega_0\sqrt{\kappa_i} \), with the characteristic frequency

\[
\omega_0 = \sqrt{\frac{g}{h_1}} = \frac{g^{1/2}a^{-3/8}}{a_1^{1/8}\kappa\text{crit}}
\]  

(4.12)

and \( \kappa_{1,2,3} = 0, \kappa_4 = 4, \kappa_5 = (5/3)/(a/h_1)^2 \).

Note that without the frozen dipole, this just provides trapping in the vertical direction. The mirror image always follows directly below the magnetic particle, so the problem is completely symmetric about the center of the particle. To get horizontal trapping, we can introduce a defect into the superconductor (by, for example, etching a hole). The resulting trapping potential can be analyzed numerically using finite element methods\(^9\), and for 10 \( \mu \)m radius hard magnet particles leads to trapping frequencies in the tens of Hz.

4.2.3 Approximate solution for strong flux pinning

Due to its symmetry, the potential (4.6) has a minimum at \( y = \phi = 0 \). From the numerical solution (Fig.4.3) we observe that the equilibrium height depends only very weakly on the cool down angle \( \theta_{\text{cool}} \). Thus, we may set \( \theta_{\text{cool}} = \pi/2 \). In that case, we
also find that $\theta_{eq} = \theta_{cool}$ and $x_{eq} = 0$. Thus, the only remaining degree of freedom is $z$ and (4.7) simplifies to

$$g(z) = \frac{1}{3z^3} - \frac{16}{3(h_1 + z)^3}$$

(4.13)

and the equilibrium position $z = h_{II}$ is given by the implicit equation

$$h_{cool}(h_{II}) = h_{II} \left[ \frac{2}{(1 - (h_{II}/h_1)^4)^{1/4}} - 1 \right]$$

(4.14)

where we used that $\alpha_s/l_s^4 = h_{II}^{-4}$ for any normalization.

The resulting frequencies are $\omega_i = \omega_0 \kappa_i$, with the characteristic frequency

$$\omega_0 = \frac{B_r}{4\sqrt{\mu_0 \rho}} h_{cool}^{-5/2} a^{-1}$$

(4.15)

and $\kappa_1 = 1/2$, $\kappa_2 = 2$, $\kappa_3 = 5h_{cool}^2/3$, $\kappa_{4/5} = \left( [81 + (2\sqrt{5}h_{cool})^4]^{1/2} \pm [9 + (2\sqrt{5}h_{cool})^2] \right)^{1/2}/12$

and $\bar{h}_{cool} = h_{cool}/a$ is the normalized cooldown height.

Since there are large components of our cryostat’s noise spectrum at low frequencies and we want to utilize dynamical decoupling methods when coupling the magnets with NVs, we would like to have frequencies in the kHz even at 10 $\mu$m scale particle sizes. Thus, we will experimentally emphasize the strong flux pinning case for this application. Other work done concurrently explores the Meissner case$^{12}$.

### 4.3 Experimental Levitation of Micromagnets

We now experimentally realize the trap described in the previous section. We levitate single hard micro-magnets with a thin film of the type-II superconductor (sc) YBCO (c.f. Fig.4.10). Since we do not apply magnetic fields, the micromagnet is the
Figure 4.4: This shows the overall concept of the experiment. Individual microscopic hard ferromagnets are isolated in microfabricated pockets and levitated with a type II superconductor, exploiting its flux trapping properties (for details on the pockets and the fabrication procedure, see appendix B). The magnet’s stray field allows for efficient coupling between the magnet’s motional degrees-of-freedom and bulk nitrogen vacancy centers in the nearby diamond, which generally feature long spin coherence times.

only magnetic field source. Thus, magnetic flux through the YBCO is determined only by the magnet-YBCO distance $h_{\text{cool}}$ and the magnet orientation $\theta_{\text{cool}}$. After cooling YBCO below its critical temperature $T_c \approx 90K$, it becomes superconducting and traps the magnetic flux that penetrates it. Consequently, below $T_c$, motion of the
Figure 4.5: The levitation height during cooldown $h_{\text{cool}}$ is set using an attocube piezo stack. Then after cooldown, the piezo stack raises the superconductor towards the particle until the surface forces between the particle and the membrane on which it sits are overcome and levitation is achieved.

magnet induces currents in the superconductor that counteract changes in the magnetic field. This allows for stable 3D trapping using a procedure illustrated in (Fig. 4.5), with levitation height ($h_{\text{lev}}$) and trapping frequencies $\omega_j$ ($j = x, y, z$) depending on the conditions during cooldown.

We observe the levitated magnet through a microscope objective that is positioned outside the vacuum chamber, and record its motion with a fast camera (Fig. 4.6).

From the video frames, we extract time-traces of the particle’s center-of-mass position in the camera coordinate system ($x_c(t)$, $y_c(t)$) and calculate their power spectral densities (PSD). The distinct peaks in the PSDs correspond to the three center-of-mass modes $\omega_j/2\pi$ (Fig. 4.7).

Fig.4.9a displays the center-of-mass frequencies as a function of the normalized levitation height $\bar{h}_{\text{lev}} = h_{\text{lev}}/a$ for two particles with radius $a_1 = 23.2 \pm 0.7\mu$m and $a_2 =$
We observe the magnet motion through a microscope objective and record its motion with a video camera at up to 12000 fps.

15.5 ± 0.3 \mu m, respectively. The lines are a fit to a power law $f(\tilde{h}_{\text{lev}}) = f_{\text{max}} \tilde{h}_{\text{lev}}^{-\beta}$, where $f_{\text{max}}$ is the frequency in the limit when the gap between the particle and the superconductor vanishes. In our experiment, we find $f_{\text{max}} = (2.3 \pm 0.4, 2.4 \pm 0.4, 5.6 \pm 1.0) \text{kHz}$ and $\beta = (1.9 \pm 0.1, 2.1 \pm 0.1, 2.0 \pm 0.1)$ for particle 1 and $f_{\text{max}} = (8.8 \pm 1.1, 9.5 \pm 1.1, 25.2 \pm 3.3) \text{kHz}$ and $\beta = (2.1 \pm 0.1, 2.1 \pm 0.1, 2.3 \pm 0.1)$ for particle 2, which is in good agreement with the expected value of $\beta = 2.5$ from a simple dipole model. The measured center-of-mass frequencies are comparable to those achieved with optical levitation\cite{46,47} and significantly exceed motional frequencies in Paul traps\cite{66} and magneto-gravitational traps\cite{63,64}. However, the observed dependence of the maximum frequency on the particle radius is stronger than the dipole model’s prediction of $f_{\text{max}}^{dp} \propto 1/a$. We attribute this to the multi-domain nature of our particles and note that spherical particles as large as $a \sim 1 \mu m$ can be single domain\cite{67}. 

Figure 4.6: We observe the magnet motion through a microscope objective and record its motion with a video camera at up to 12000 fps.
Figure 4.7: Power spectral density extracted from video analysis of the magnet motion in the vertical (orange) and horizontal (blue) direction in the top-down image. The inset shows a typical ringdown measurement of the y-mode ($\omega_y = 0.839\text{kHz}$) from which we extract the Q-factor.

Fig. 4.9b shows the Q-factors of magnet 1 for three different levitation heights for all three translational modes. We measure the dissipation with ring down measurements, exciting one mode with an AC magnetic field and observing its energy decay (Fig.4.7 inset). From an exponential fit we extract the decay time $1/\gamma_j$ and the Q-factor $Q_j = \omega_j/\gamma_j$ for each mode. The measured Q-factors are around one million and depend only weakly on the trapping frequencies and thus on the levitation height.

Air damping can be ruled out at our experimental conditions with pressures below
Figure 4.8: (a) Frequencies of center-of-mass motion as a function of the levitation height normalized to the magnet radius. Dashed (solid) lines show the three center-of-mass modes for magnet 1 (2). (b) Q-factor as a function of trap frequency for the magnet 2. Each symbol corresponds to a different levitation experiment and the different colors corresponds to the three different center-of-mass modes.

$10^{-5}$ mBar (see the detailed analysis in appendix B), and the most likely source of dissipation is the magnet-superconductor interaction. This dissipation mechanism provides an interesting avenue for further study, and we could potentially to be able to reach further improvements by fabrication improvements in the superconductor, such as using heavy ion implantation to provide stronger pinning sites and decrease potential flux flow losses$^{68,69}$. Note that, even though this Q-factor is somewhat lower than what has been demonstrated with non-magnetic optically levitated$^{48}$ and nano-
fabricated mechanical resonators\textsuperscript{70,71,72,32}, it represents the state of the art for magnetized resonators\textsuperscript{73,74} and the ultimate limit, in particular for magnets with $a < \mu m$, is still an open question.

Figure 4.9: The frequencies of the modes can be further tuned by applying an external DC field with a gradient at the location of the particle. The arrows provide a visual guide to the location of the motional peak, which shifts right as the current is increased through the external coil.

The frequencies can be further tuned by applying an external DC field. Here, we placed a copper coil on top of the cryostat and ran current through it, leading to a field gradient inside the chamber and a force on the particle proportional to the applied current. This could be used to, for example, stay resonant with another drifting frequency without having to thermally cycle.

4.3.1 Coupling between the NV and a moving magnetic dipole

For weak magnetic fields, where the quantization axis of the NV does not change due to the Zeeman term, the transition frequency is $\omega_s = \omega_0 + \gamma_s B_\parallel$, where $B_\parallel = \mathbf{B} \cdot \mathbf{n}_s$ is the projection onto the NV-axis and $\gamma_s = g_s \mu_B / \hbar$ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the
Figure 4.10: The coupling $\lambda$ depends on the relative orientation of the NV-center, $n_s$, the magnetic moment $n_\mu$, the direction of motion of the magnet $n_m$, the distance between the magnet and the NV-center $r'$, the magnet radius $a$ and the frequencies of the motion.

NV center. Hence, the coupling is

$$\lambda_s = \gamma_s \left( \nabla B_\parallel \right) \cdot u_m x_{zp}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.16)$$

with $u_m$ being the direction in which the particle moves and $x_i$ being the displacement. Assuming that the field from the particle is a dipole with dipole moment $\mu$, the
magnetic field from the magnet is

\[
\mathbf{B}(\mathbf{r}', \mathbf{\mu}) = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \left( \frac{3\mathbf{r}'(\mathbf{\mu} \cdot \mathbf{r}')}{r'^5} - \frac{\mathbf{\mu}}{r'^3} \right) = \frac{\mu_0 \mathbf{\mu}}{4\pi r'^3} \mathbf{e}_B
\]  

(4.17)

where \( \mathbf{e}_B(\theta, \phi) = 3\mathbf{e}_{r'}(\mathbf{e}_{r'} \cdot \mathbf{n}_m) - \mathbf{n}_m \) is the direction of the magnetic field and \( \mathbf{e}_{r'}, \mathbf{n}_m \) are unit vectors along directions \( \mathbf{r}' \) and \( \mathbf{\mu} \) respectively.

For a spherical particle, the magnetic moment is \( \mathbf{\mu} = |\mathbf{\mu}| = \mathbf{B}_r V / \mu_0 \), where \( V \) is its volume and \( B_r \) is its residual flux density. Thus, its magnetic field gradient is

\[
(\nabla B_{\parallel}) \cdot \mathbf{u}_m = \frac{B_r a^3}{r'^4} f(\theta)
\]  

(4.18)

where

\[
f(\theta, \phi)_{gr} = -(\mathbf{e}_r \cdot \mathbf{u}_m)(\mathbf{e}_B \cdot \mathbf{n}_s) + \frac{1}{3} (\mathbf{e}_\theta \cdot \mathbf{u}_m) \partial_\theta \mathbf{e}_B \cdot \mathbf{n}_s + \frac{1}{3 \sin(\theta)} (\mathbf{e}_\phi \cdot \mathbf{u}_m) \partial_\phi \mathbf{e}_B \cdot \mathbf{n}_s
\]  

(4.19)

is a function that takes values of order 1. Using \( \partial_r \mathbf{e}_r = 0, \partial_\theta \mathbf{e}_r = \mathbf{e}_\theta, \partial_\phi \mathbf{e}_r = \sin(\theta) \mathbf{e}_\phi \), we find

\[
\frac{1}{3} \partial_\theta (\mathbf{e}_B \cdot \mathbf{n}_s) = (\mathbf{e}_\theta \cdot \mathbf{n}_s)(\mathbf{e}_r \cdot \mathbf{u}_m) + (\mathbf{e}_r \cdot \mathbf{n}_s)(\mathbf{e}_\theta \cdot \mathbf{u}_m)
\]

\[
\frac{1}{3 \sin(\theta)} \partial_\phi (\mathbf{e}_B \cdot \mathbf{n}_s) = (\mathbf{e}_\phi \cdot \mathbf{n}_s)(\mathbf{e}_r \cdot \mathbf{u}_m) + (\mathbf{e}_r \cdot \mathbf{n}_s)(\mathbf{e}_\phi \cdot \mathbf{u}_m).
\]

Consequently,

\[
f_{gr}(\theta, \phi) = - (\mathbf{e}_r \cdot \mathbf{u}_m) \left[ (3(\mathbf{e}_r \cdot \mathbf{n}_s)(\mathbf{e}_r \cdot \mathbf{n}_m) - (\mathbf{n}_m \cdot \mathbf{n}_s)) \right]
\]

\[
+ (\mathbf{e}_\theta \cdot \mathbf{u}_m) \left[ (\mathbf{e}_\theta \cdot \mathbf{n}_s)(\mathbf{e}_r \cdot \mathbf{u}_m) + (\mathbf{e}_r \cdot \mathbf{n}_s)(\mathbf{e}_\theta \cdot \mathbf{u}_m) \right]
\]

\[
+ (\mathbf{e}_\phi \cdot \mathbf{u}_m) \left[ (\mathbf{e}_\phi \cdot \mathbf{n}_s)(\mathbf{e}_r \cdot \mathbf{u}_m) + (\mathbf{e}_r \cdot \mathbf{n}_s)(\mathbf{e}_\phi \cdot \mathbf{u}_m) \right].
\]
For a dipolar field, the coupling is therefore

\[ \lambda_s \sim \gamma_s \frac{B_r \rho^3}{\tau^4} x_{zp} \]  

(4.21)

We define the function \( f_{dp}(\theta, \phi) \) for the dipolar coupling similarly to \( f_{gr} \). Both functions are shown in figure 4.11.

![Figure 4.11: The angular functions \( f_{gr}(\theta, \phi) \) and \( f_{dp}(\theta, \phi) \) for uniform random angles of defining the directions \( e_r \) and \( e_m \), while keeping \( e_s \) fixed](image)

Experimental Demonstration of Particle-NV Coupling

Next, we demonstrate coupling the motion of a levitated micromagnet to the electronic spin associated with an individual negatively charged NV-center. In our sample, NV-centers are hosted inside a diamond slab and implanted \( d_{\text{impl}} \sim 15 \text{ nm} \) below the diamond surface. The diamond replaces the glass slide of the previous experiment and is placed across the pocket that contains the magnet. The pocket is \( \sim 80 \mu \text{m} \) deep and the magnet radius is \( a_3 = 15.1 \pm 0.1 \mu \text{m} \). We levitate the magnet \( z_{md} = 44 \pm 5 \mu \text{m} \) below the diamond using the same method as before. The NV-center is located at
$(x_d, y_d) = (83, 29) \pm 5 \mu m$ with respect to the magnet center such that the magnet-NV distance is $|r'| = \sqrt{(z_{md} + a_3)^2 + x_d^2 + y_d^2} = 99 \pm 5 \mu m$. The NV-center’s electronic ground state has spin $S = 1$ with the lower-energy $|m_s = 0\rangle$ level separated from the $|m_s = \pm 1\rangle$ levels by a zero-field splitting $D_{st}/(2\pi) \approx 2.87$ GHz and its symmetry axes $n_s$ aligned along one of four crystallographic orientations set by the tetrahedral symmetry of the diamond lattice. A microwave (MW) signal at the transition frequency $\omega_{MW}$, drives the transition $|m_s = 0\rangle \rightarrow |m_s = \pm 1\rangle$ which results in a decrease of the photoluminescence (PL) signal. The spin-dependent PL of the NV defect is due to a non-radiative intersystem crossing decay pathway, which also allows for efficient spin-polarization in the $|m_s = 0\rangle$ spin sublevel through optical pumping$^{75}$. The magnetic field dependent PL can therefore be used to optically detect magnetic fields$^{76}$, which is used to sense the motion of the magnet (Fig. 4.13).

![Figure 4.12: Schematic of the experiment for NV measurements.](image)

Fig. 4.13b shows the optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) spectrum
Figure 4.13: (a) Nitrogen-vacancy ground state spin levels. Resonant microwaves drive transitions between the $m_s = 0$ and $m_s = \pm 1$ states. The transition frequency depends on the magnetic field, which depends on the magnet-NV distance. The $m_s = 0$ is brighter than the $m_s = \pm 1$ states. Hence, for near-resonant MW driving, the fluorescence intensity depends on the magnet position. (b) ODMR spectrum. The magnet motion is measured by recording a timetrace of the fluorescence photons while applying a MW tone at the steepest slope of the transition (2.918 GHz) (solid red line). We measure the slope by frequency modulating the MW tone (red dashed lines).

of the NV-center with a fit to a Lorentzian corresponding to the $|+1\rangle$ transition.

The spectrum is measured with a home-built fluorescence microscope that we integrated with the cryostat (Fig. 4.12). In the presence of a microwave tone, the spin-mechanical coupling $\lambda_g$ causes a variation in PL, since a displacement $x$ of the magnet shifts the electron spin resonance by $\delta \omega_{\text{NV}} = (\lambda_g/x_{zp})x$, where $x_{zp} = \sqrt{\hbar/2m\omega_x}$ is the zero point motion. To measure the magnet’s motion with the NV, we excite one of its modes with a broadband fluctuating magnetic field, driving it into a quasithermal state and allowing us to observe it as a peak in the PSD of the NV PL counts (Fig.4.14c). We confirm that the peak is due to the moving magnet with the camera (Fig.4.14a). The camera and NV measurements are taken sequentially. Notably, we observe a small systematic frequency shift of $\approx 1$ Hz between the NV and camera.
Figure 4.14: (a) Power spectral density of the video timetrace and (c) fluorescence timetrace. The gray area corresponds to the numerical integration of the variance $\langle x^2 \rangle$, $\langle c_{NV}^2 \rangle$ and $\langle c_{cal}^2 \rangle$. The second sharp peak is the calibration peak due to the MW frequency modulation. The black dashed line represents the photon shot noise. Histograms of the variances reveal the thermal character of the motional state during both the (b) camera and (d) NV measurement which we fit (red line) to extract the variances $\langle x^2 \rangle$ and $\langle \delta \omega_{NV}^2 \rangle$, respectively.
measurements, which is likely due to the laser turned on during the NV measurement.

The mean spectral power in the NV peak is $\langle c_{NV}^2 \rangle = s^2 \langle \delta\omega_{NV}^2 \rangle$, where $s$ is the slope of the ODMR signal at the microwave frequency, which we measure by applying a calibration tone to the microwave signal. The mean spectral power in the camera measurement, $\langle x^2 \rangle$, allows us then to extract the spin-mechanical coupling as $\lambda_g = x z p \sqrt{\langle \delta\omega_{NV}^2 \rangle / \langle x^2 \rangle}$. To measure the coupling and confirm the thermal character of the driven mode, we consider the area under the PSD integrated over a time interval much shorter than $1/\gamma$, and construct its distribution over repeated measurements. For both the camera and the NV measurements, the distribution agrees with an exponential distribution $P(E) = \beta_E \exp(-\beta_E E)$, where $\beta_E$ is the inverse of the variances $\langle x^2 \rangle$ and $\langle \delta\omega_{NV} \rangle$ (Fig. 4.14b,d). The resulting coupling strength is $48 \pm 2$ mHz, in satisfactory agreement with the theoretical value for the gradient coupling to a dipole $\lambda_g = \gamma e \mu_0 a_3 r f_g(\theta) = 2 \pi \times (18 \pm 3)$ mHz $f_g(\theta)$ (Fig. 4.15b). Here $f_g(\theta) \sim 1$ depends on the relative position and orientation of the NV-center and the magnet.

**Discussion**

We now discuss the prospects of using this system to achieve strong coupling. The minimal NV-magnet separation $d_{q}^{\text{min}} = |\mathbf{r}'| - a$ is given by the NV implantation depth and the onset of strong attractive surface forces that will make the magnet stick to the diamond surface. Assuming that the frequency scales as $\omega_j / 2\pi = c_f a^{-n}$, the radius $a = (n + 3)/(5 - n) d_{q}^{\text{min}}$ yields the maximum gradient coupling for a dipolar particle. A conservative gap $d_{q}^{\text{min}} = 0.25 \mu m$, $c_f = 15$ kHz $\mu m$, corresponding to our observations in Fig.4.9, and $n = 1$ for the dipole model, results in $a = 0.25 \mu m$ and
$\lambda_g / 2\pi \sim 2.6\text{kHz}$ (Fig. 4.15). Since the motional frequency can be reduced by adjusting the levitation height, one can even reach the elusive ultra-strong coupling regime $\lambda_g > \omega_j$.\textsuperscript{77}

The cooperativity $C = \lambda^2 Q \bar{T}_2 \hbar / (2\pi k_B T) > 1$ marks the onset of coherent quantum effects in a coupled spin-phonon system. With a mechanical Q-factor of $10^8$, which has been demonstrated in levitated systems,\textsuperscript{78} the coupling exceeds the thermal decoherence rate $\Gamma_{th}/2\pi = k_B T / (2\pi \hbar Q) = 0.8\text{kHz}$ at $T = 4K$. NV-centers in bulk diamond, such as the sample used in our experiment, can have up to second long extended coherence times $\bar{T}_2$ at these temperatures using spin manipulation such as multi-pulse dynamical decoupling sequences limited only by pulse errors.\textsuperscript{79,29} The minimum spin manipulation frequency in such sequences is typically a few kHz for bulk diamond NV-centers, which is within reach for the mechanical frequencies in our current geometry. Hence, this system can reach the high cooperativity ($C > 1$) and even the strong coupling regime ($\lambda > 2\pi / \bar{T}_2, \Gamma_{th}$). Such a strong coupling enables ground-state cooling, quantum-by-quantum generation of arbitrary states of motion,\textsuperscript{14} and spin-spin entanglement.\textsuperscript{35}

Besides the translational degrees-of-freedom, levitated particles are free to rotate. For the hard magnets used in our experiment, the anisotropy energy strongly couples the particle orientation to the magnetization axis. The coupling leads to hybrid magneto-rotational modes, which correspond to a librational mode at frequency $\omega_l = \sqrt{\omega_L \omega_I}$ that precesses around the local magnetic field $B_0$ at the Einstein-deHaas frequency $\omega_I = \rho \mu V_{mag} / (I_0 \gamma_0)$ due to the intrinsic spin angular momentum of the polarized electrons in the magnet. Here, $B_0$ is the sum of the field due to the sc and additional external fields and $I_0 = 2\rho_m V_{mag} a^2 / 5$ is the moment of inertia, $V_{mag}$ being the volume of the magent and $\rho_m$ ($\rho_\mu$) its mass (spin) density. Since the Larmor fre-
Figure 4.15: Future prospects for frequencies and couplings. (a) Mode frequency following dipole model\(^6\) for \(h_{lev}/a = 3\). The lowest (solid) lying modes correspond to the center-of-mass and the highest (dashed) lying modes to rotational motion. Data points are the experimental frequencies for particle 1 Fig.4.9d. MHz frequencies are predicted for sub-\(\mu\)m particles. (b) Gradient (solid) and dipole-dipole (dashed) couplings, respectively. Straight lines show couplings for constant gap-particle size ratio \(\bar{d} = d/a = 5.5\) (color) and \(\bar{d} = 1\) (black). Curved lines (gray) show coupling for constant gap \(d = 250\)nm with a maximum coupling at \(a = d\). The black data point is the experimental gradient coupling for particle 3.

Frequency \(\omega_L = \gamma_0 B_0\), \(\omega_l\) is higher than the translational mode frequencies even without additional fields and can be tuned with moderate magnetic fields \(\sim 10\)mT to MHz frequencies. The high frequencies of the librational modes make them inaccessible to our current detection based on video analysis and DC magnetometry. Future work will explore these modes using optical interferometry and SQUID\(^9\) or NV-AC magnetom-
etry\textsuperscript{13,66}. The rotational modes couple to the NV-center with a dipole-dipole coupling $\lambda_{dp} = \gamma_e \mu_0 m_{zp} a^3 f_{dp}(\theta)$, where $f_{dp}(\theta) \sim 1$ depends on the relative position and orientation of the NV-center and the magnet, and $m_{zp} = \sqrt{\hbar \gamma_e \rho / 2 V_{mag}}$ is the zero point magnetization of the Kittel magnon\textsuperscript{80}. The weaker distance dependence yields $\lambda_{dp} = 0.4\text{kHz}$ for a $a = 5\mu\text{m}$ magnet at $5\mu\text{m}$ distance from the NV-center (Fig.4.15b). This parameter regime is readily accessible with the experimental approach presented here, and it is sufficient to probabilistically cool the librational mode near its ground state\textsuperscript{81}.

**Outlook**

These considerations indicate that our approach is a promising platform for quantum nanomechanics. Our experimental technique also allows us to achieve levitation with the superconductor in the Meissner state, and thus presents a path forward to observe precession due to the intrinsic spin angular momentum of the magnet with applications in highly sensitive magnetometry\textsuperscript{10}. Since our mechanical resonator is all magnetic, we maximize the spin-to-mass ratio $\rho_{\mu}/\sqrt{\rho_m}$ for a given magnetic material, which maximizes the spin-mechanical coupling. This leads to strong spin-mechanical coupling even for moderate experimental parameters. In addition, this system features libration modes, which are expected to reach an unprecedented spin-mechanical parameter regime even for magnets with $a \sim 5\mu\text{m}$. Magnets of this size can be levitated with the experimental technique introduced here.

Levitating submicron-particle still poses an experimental challenge. This is mainly due to surface forces, such as van-der-Waals and meniscus forces, which can make the particle stick to the nearby surface. While these issues will need to be carefully
investigated, a number of approaches can be used to address this challenge:

- surface treatments to reduce the surface forces, which extends the range of trappable particles

- exploiting the magnetic nature of the particles and using magnetic forces to pull the particle off the surface.

- pre-load the particle in another trap, e.g. a Paul trap, and transfer it to the superconducting trap

Even without these additional techniques, we recently levitated a magnet with radius $a = 6 \mu m$. Hence, our current approach already allows us to carry out many exciting experiments. To achieve coupling larger than the motional frequency, one can engineer a low motional frequency by using a large levitation height while keeping the distance to the NV center small. This could be accomplished with an appropriate design of the levitation pocket or by designing the experiment such that the diamond (and thus the NV) can be moved independently.

Furthermore, the combination of high mechanical Q-factor, strong spin-mechanical coupling, and long spin-coherence is key for a range of applications such as magnetometers, accelerometers and gyroscopes\textsuperscript{9}, where the magnet is the sensor which is read out through the NV-center\textsuperscript{13}. It may enable the exploration of new phenomena, including dynamics between a levitated nanomagnet and a single flux vortex\textsuperscript{82,83,84}, precession of a non-rotating magnet due to its intrinsic spin angular momentum\textsuperscript{85}, preparation of non-Gaussian quantum states\textsuperscript{14}, mechanically mediated quantum networks\textsuperscript{26,27}, detection of dark matter\textsuperscript{10}, and measuring the magnets internal degrees-of-freedom\textsuperscript{80}. 62
Spin-mechanics hybrid systems represent an exciting class of platforms for metrology and quantum information. Successful creation of a high-cooperativity system could open the door to ultrasensitive magnetic field measurements, preparation of non-classical states of macroscopic objects, and a quantum bus for long-range spin-spin interactions. In this thesis, we demonstrated two platforms in which NV centers are coupled to different mechanical systems. These both represent promising steps
towards realizing such a system.

5.1 Magnetically Functionalized Resonators for Strong NV-Mechanics Interactions

In chapter 3, we demonstrated progress towards a high-cooperativity spin-mechanics hybrid system with an NV center coupled to a doubly clamped, magnetically functionalized silicon nitride resonator. We detailed three different fabrication methods for this system: evaporation of Cobalt magnets through low stress silicon nitride masks, manual placement of Nd-Pr-Fe-Co-Ti-Zr-B magnetic microparticles, and iron liftoff magnets with a XeF$_2$ resonator release. Each of these systems were characterized (1) using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer to determine the mechanical quality factor and (2) using magnetic force microscopy and NV metrology to determine the resonator magnetization and expected gradient. It was found that the stencil-deposited samples had state-of-the-art quality factors at cryogenic temperatures ($Q > 10^6$), but extremely poor magnetic field gradients. The microparticle samples correct this flaw, but are fragile and are not a scalable design. Finally, the iron liftoff samples have similar mechanical quality factors but also demonstrate the required magnetic fields. We lay out a path towards measuring the relevant gradient using an AC magnetometry sequence. With the current parameters and a high NV density diamond sample, we hope to cool the mechanical mode close to its ground state. Furthermore, by incorporating recent improvements in silicon nitride resonator design$^{32}$, we anticipate improvements of up to three orders of magnitude in mechanical quality factor. Coupled with optimization of the gradient, this could enable the long term goal of two-qubit gates between NV centers and represent an exciting platform for quantum informa-
5.2 Single-Spin Magnetomechanics with Levitated Micromagnets

In chapter 4, we proposed and demonstrated a new platform for strong coupling between an NV center and a micromagnet levitated above a YBCO superconductor. We detail the physics behind field-cooled superconductor magnetic levitation. We experimentally implement the system and measure quality factors $Q > 10^6$ for KHz translational modes. The frequency can be tuned by varying the particle-superconductor distance as the superconductor passes the transition temperature, applying external DC magnetic fields, and changing the particle size. We then place an NV center nearby and detect the motion of the particle by measuring the change in magnetic field at the NV location, confirming the NV results match video results. From this, we extract a coupling of $48 \pm 2$ mHz. This represents a critical step towards a high cooperativity spin-mechanics hybrid system. We expect that by reducing the particle diameter to .5 µm, we can achieve couplings of 2.6 kHz. Along with feasible increases in the mechanical quality factor to $> 10^8$, this platform has the potential to reach the cooperativity $> 1$ regime, or even the strong or ultrastrong coupling regimes. This enables a wide range of exciting applications, such as sensitive magnetometers, preparation of non-Gaussian quantum states, and mechanically mediated quantum networks.
In this appendix, I describe the fabrication of the devices discussed in the rest of the thesis. All fabrication was performed at the Harvard Center for Nanoscale Systems.
A.1 DOUBLY CLAMPED RESONATOR DEVICE FABRICATION

Two different recipes are combined here, one for samples with stencils deposited magnets and a KOH release, and the second for liftoff magnets and a XeF$_2$ release. In both, the cleaning, CPW fabrication, resonator definition, and sample packaging steps are identical.

The process uses a 4 inch, 525 µm thick, high resistivity (> 10,000 ohm-cm) <100> silicon wafer obtained from Silicon Valley Microelectronics (SVMI). They perform LPCVD to deposit 150nm of high stress (~ 1 GPa) silicon nitride on one side. They also score the backside of the wafer in a 1cm square grid roughly 200 nm into the wafer, which keeps the integrity of the wafer during processing but allows easy cleaving and separation of individual devices at the end.

A.1.1 CLEANING

We first clean the wafer before starting processing. This is done by sonicating the wafer for five minutes each in Acetone, Methanol, and IPA, then blow drying.

A.1.2 COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE (CPW) FABRICATION

We fabricate a coplanar waveguide on the sample using liftoff to enable microwave delivery to the NV centers. This can be done for the full, unbroken wafer.

1. Dehydration Bake Bake the wafer at 180C for five minutes to remove any residual water and promote resist adhesion.

2. Dynamic Clean Place the wafer on the resist spinner and start a two step recipe (first step 500 rpm, second step >= 3000 rpm). During the first step, spray
acetone at the center of the wafer for a few seconds, then spray IPA until the spinner starts to ramp for the second step. Allow the second step to complete and dry the wafer.

3. LOR Spin LOR20B (MicroChem) resist at a speed of 4000 rpm for 45 seconds, then bake the wafer at 180°C for 4 minutes.

4. S1805 Spin S1805 (Microposit) resist at a speed of 4000 rpm for 45 seconds, then bake the wafer at 115°C for 1 minute.

5. Exposure The wafer is exposed on a maskless optical lithography tool (Heidelberg MLA 150), with a dose of 65 mJ/cm² at 405 nm. Note that this is an aligned write, as the pattern should be aligned to the pre-diced backside.

6. Development The wafer is developed for 90 seconds in CD-26 (Microposit), then rinsed in water.

7. Evaporation We evaporate 7 nm titanium and 200 nm gold on the device using an e-beam evaporator (Denton).

8. Liftoff The wafer is placed in remover PG (MicroChem) heated to 80°C, and left overnight. If the liftoff does not complete, use a pipette to force liquid over the wafer and blow off any remaining metal.

9. Final Cleaning The wafer is sonicated in acetone, then IPA for 5 minutes each.

A.1.3 Resonator Definition

In this step, we define the doubly clamped resonators in the silicon nitride. We now break the wafer into smaller groups of 1 cm x 1 cm chips, usually 2x2 for ease of
handling. Future steps are done using these smaller samples.

1. **Dehydration Bake** Bake the wafer at 180°C for five minutes to remove any residual water and promote resist adhesion.

2. **Dynamic Clean** Place the wafer on the resist spinner and start a two step recipe (first step 500 rpm, second step >= 3000 rpm). During the first step, spray acetone at the center of the wafer for a few seconds, then spray IPA until the spinner starts to ramp for the second step. Allow the second step to complete and dry the wafer.

3. **ZEP** Spin ZEP520A (Zeon) resist at a speed of 3000 rpm for 45 seconds, then bake the wafer at 180°C for 2 minutes. The resist should look uniform near the center of the chip.

4. **Exposure** The resonator pattern (each resonator is two 145 µm x 4 µm boxes separated by the resonator width of 1 µm) is exposed on a Raith 150 electron beam lithography system with a dose of 80 uC/cm².

5. **Development** The wafer is developed in O-Xylene (Sigma-Aldrich, >99% pure) for 90 seconds, then rinsed in IPA for 30 seconds.

6. **Pattern Transfer** The pattern is transferred to the silicon nitride using an inductively coupled reactive ion etcher with a C₄H₈/SF₆ chemistry. The etch runs for 2 minutes and 15 seconds, and etches through the nitride layer and 1 µm into the silicon to maximize surface area for the later isotropic etch. Note that the ZEP layer is quite thin and the selectivity not incredibly high, so etching for any longer risks etching through the resist layer.
7. **Resist Stripping** Resist is removed by sonicating in acetone for 10 minutes, followed by 5 minutes in methanol then IPA.

The stencil/KOH procedure continues in A.1.4. The liftoff/XeF$_2$ procedure continues in A.1.6.

### A.1.4 KOH Release

The defined resonators are released using a KOH anisotropic silicon etch to remove the sacrificial layer underneath the resonators.

1. **Setup** Fill a large crystallization dish about 1/5 full of water. Place a medium crystallization dish inside this, also filled 1/5 full of water. Place a glass slide in the center of this dish, then place two small crystallization dishes with deionized water (DI) so they are tipped outwards.

2. **KOH Mixing** Fill a small mm crystallization dish with 20 mL DI, 4g KOH, and 400 $\mu$L IPA. Place this into the 125 mm dish so it is also tipped outwards. Place a magnetic stirrer inside, then cover all five dishes with watch glasses.

3. **Heating** Place the dish assembly onto a hot plate and heat to 80C.

4. **Etching** Place the samples in the KOH dish and etch for 35 minutes.

5. **Cooling** Move the samples to one of the DI dishes for 5 minutes, and turn the hot plate off to allow the entire assembly to start to cool. Then move the samples to the other DI dish for 5 minutes.

6. **Drying** Dry the samples with nitrogen.
7. **Cleaning** Clean the released samples with a piranha clean (2:1 sulfuric acid:hydrogen peroxide).

A.1.5 **Stencil Placement and Evaporation**

The stencils can be fabricated using standard optical lithography and the KOH etch described above. The stencils then need to be aligned so the slit lines up with the center of the resonators, so that the magnet will be deposited in the proper location. This is accomplished using a commercial mask aligner (Suss MJB4).

1. **Setup** Attach the stencil in the ‘mask’ location using a vacuum chuck, and place the sample in the usual sample location.

2. **Initial Alignment** Roughly align the stencil to the sample.

3. **Gluing** Carefully remove the stencil and use a stick to place a very small amount of UV curing glue on each of the four corners.

4. **Final Alignment** Place the stencil back into the aligner and perform a final alignment. Since we already performed an initial alignment, this should require only minimal movement of the sample and the glue shouldn’t spread too much.

5. **Exposure** Perform a 600s flood exposure to cure the glue.

6. **Evaporation** Evaporate 3 nm Ti, 90 nm Co, and 7 nm Pt through the stencil onto the sample. item **Stencil Removal** Slide a tweezer between the sample and the stencil, and push upwards to ‘flip’ the stencil off.

All that remains is the packaging step, described in A.1.8.
A.1.6 Liftoff Magnet Deposition

The liftoff fabrication procedure restarts here (from A.1.3). We fabricate chromium/iron/chromium trilayer magnets onto the center of the doubly clamped resonator using a liftoff process.

1. *Dehydration Bake* Bake the wafer at 180°C for five minutes to remove any residual water and promote resist adhesion.

2. *Dynamic Clean* Place the wafer on the resist spinner and start a two step recipe (first step 500 rpm, second step ≥ 3000 rpm). During the first step, spray acetone at the center of the wafer for a few seconds, then spray IPA until the spinner starts to ramp for the second step. Allow the second step to complete and dry the wafer.

3. *MMA* Spin MMA EL-11 copolymer resist (MicroChem) at a speed of 5000 rpm for 45 seconds, then bake the wafer at 180°C for 5 minutes. The resist should look uniform near the center of the chip.

4. *PMMA* Spin PMMA C-4 resist (MicroChem) at a speed of 5000 rpm for 45 seconds, then bake the wafer at 180°C for 5 minutes.

5. *Exposure* The magnet pattern is exposed on a Raith 150 electron beam lithography system with a dose of 640 μC/cm².

6. *Development* The wafer is developed in 1:3 MIBK-IPA for 90 seconds, then rinsed in IPA for 30 seconds.

7. *Separate Chips* The chips are separated into individual 1x1 cm samples by lightly pressing a tweezer on the top side above the cleave. Note that since
there is done while there is resist on the chips to avoid scratching the surface.

8. **Evaporation** We evaporate 8 nm Ti, 276 nm Cr, then 10 nm Ti, each at 1 A/s, on the device using an e-beam evaporator (Sharon) with a pressure of $<5 \times 10^7$ Torr. During the evaporation, the chips are placed next to a large permanent magnet to assist with sample magnetization. A thermometer can also be optionally placed next to the sample to ensure that the sample stays cool, which may lead to higher quality films.

9. **Liftoff** The wafer is placed in acetone and left overnight. If the liftoff does not complete, use a pipette to force liquid over the wafer and blow off any remaining metal.

### A.1.7 Resonator Release with XeF₂

The resonators, now with magnets on them, undergo a release by etching the underlying sacrificial silicon layer using a Xactix e2TM system.

1. **Gas Settings** Set the gas mix to 2 Torr XeF₂ and 10 Torr N₂. A high N₂ to XeF₂ ratio is used to keep the silicon nitride:silicon selectivity high.

2. **Pre-conditioning** Perform a pre-conditioning etch of 4 cycles.

3. **Sample Loading** Load the sample into the center of the etcher, using a drop of oil to secure it.

4. **Etch** Etch for 4 cycles.

5. **Completion Check** Check the result using an optical microscope or SEM. If the resonators look released, stop otherwise, repeatedly etch 1-2 additional cycles.
Figure A.1: Setup for e-beam evaporation of the magnetic layer. A magnet is placed near to the samples, with a glass slide affixed to the top to prevent deposition onto it. The samples are aligned so that the easy axis of the deposited magnets is aligned to the applied magnetic field. Optionally, a thermometer can be used to confirm that the temperature during evaporation stays low.
checking for completion each time. If any metal extended over the edge of the resonators and is attached to the silicon, it can be washed away by rinsing in IPA after a few cycles.

A.1.8 Sample Packaging

The samples created using both procedures now finalized.

1. **Carrier** A 1x1cm fabricated sample is placed inside a carrier and secured with N-type vacuum grease

2. **Diamond Placement** A diamond is placed in top of the resonators in the center of the sample, NV side down, using a vacuum tweezer and secured with a small piece of crystal bond

3. **Wirebonding** The fabricated sample is wirebonded to the carrier. Use at least 3 bonds for each connection.

A.2 Magnetic Levitation Device Fabrication

The process uses a 4 inch, 400 µm thick, high resistivity (> 10,000 ohm-cm) <100> silicon wafer obtained from Silicon Valley Microelectronics (SVMI).

A.2.1 Cleaning

We first clean the wafer before starting processing. This is done by sonicating the wafer for five minutes each in Acetone, Methanol, and IPA, then blow drying.
A.2.2 Backside Thinning

We now need to thin each pocket down from the backside, so that we can have small cooldown heights and magnetic particle can be still be brought very close (few \(\mu m\)) from the diamond. We do this using a deep reactive ion etch.

1. *Dehydration Bake* Bake the wafer at 180°C for five minutes to remove any residual water and promote resist adhesion.

2. *Dynamic Clean* Place the wafer on the resist spinner and start a two step recipe (first step 500 rpm, second step \(>= 3000\) rpm). During the first step, spray acetone at the center of the wafer for a few seconds, then spray IPA until the spinner starts to ramp for the second step. Allow the second step to complete and dry the wafer.

3. *HDMS* Spin HMDS at 3000 rpm for 45 seconds, then bake at 115°C for 1 minute.

4. *SPR* Spin SPR-220-7.0 at 2000 rpm (without a 500 rpm first step), then bake at 115°C for 90 seconds.

5. *Exposure* The wafer is exposed on a maskless optical lithography tool (Heidelberg MLA 150), with a dose of 950 mJ/cm\(^2\) at 375 nm.

6. *Post-exposure hold and bake* Wait 90 minutes after exposure, then bake at 115°C for 90 seconds.

7. *Development* The wafer is developed for at least 100 seconds in CD-26 (Microposit), then rinsed in water. The boxes written are large should look clear by eye, if the resist has not yet been removed then develop for longer.
8. **Hard Bake** Hard bake the wafer at 115°C for 7 minutes

9. **Wafer Mounting** Mount the wafer to an SiO$_2$ carrier using oil

10. **Deep Etch** Using a standard Bosch process recipe (12 second etch loops), etch 75 loops into the wafer. The etch rate can vary between 3-3.6 μm per loop, so this should etch through approximately 250 μm. Measure the average per pulse etch rate using an optical microscope and focusing on the top and bottom of the etched areas, then use this to calibrate the number of additional pulses necessary to etch to 360 μm into the wafer.

11. **Cleaning** Submerge the carrier with attached wafer in Microposit 1165 overnight to dissolve the oil and detach the sample. Use subsequent baths of 1165, acetone, and IPA to remove all of the resist, then dry

A.2.3 **Silicon Nitride Layer Deposition**

We now deposit a thin layer of nitride on the backside to form the bottom membrane of the pocket.

1. **Silicon nitride deposition** Deposit 600 nm of low temperature, low stress silicon nitride on the just-etched side of the wafer using an Oxford Plasmapro 100 ICP-CVD

A.2.4 **Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) Fabrication**

The wafer is flipped, and a coplanar waveguide is fabricated on the top side for each thinned area using the same recipe as in A.1.2.
A.2.5 Pocket Fabrication

We now etch the pockets for the magnetic particles from the top side down to the silicon nitride layer. The fabrication is identical to the process described above in A.2.2, with the exception that the etch is done for just 11-14 loops to etch down the last 40 $\mu$m. The last few loops should be done in 1-2 loops at a time to prevent etching through the nitride layer in each pocket, as the nitride etches slowly but at a non-zero rate. The wafer will break apart into individual samples when the topside etch is completed. The carrier can be placed on a hotplate, then each sample can be removed individually from the carrier using tweezers before performing the same clean as described above.

A.2.6 Angled Walls

The above section describes the pockets created with vertical sidewalls, used in experiments with an integrated diamond. For the initial mechanics experiments, we instead fabricated devices with angled walls. In this case, we start with a 525 m thick <100> silicon wafer, with 400 nm of super low (<100 MPa tensile) stress silicon nitride on both sides from SVMI. The procedure is then:

1. Dehydration Bake Bake the wafer at 180C for five minutes to remove any residual water and promote resist adhesion.

2. Dynamic Clean Place the wafer on the resist spinner and start a two step recipe (first step 500 rpm, second step $\geq$ 3000 rpm). During the first step, spray acetone at the center of the wafer for a few seconds, then spray IPA until the spinner starts to ramp for the second step. Allow the second step to complete
and dry the wafer.

3. *HDMS* Spin HMDS at 4000 rpm for 45 seconds, then bake at 115°C for 1 minute.

4. *S1813* Spin S1813 at 4000 rpm for 45 seconds, then bake at 115°C for 1 minute.

5. *Repeat* Repeat this procedure on the other side of the wafer. The resist on the backside is just for protection, only the frontside will be used for processing.

6. *Exposure* The wafer is exposed on a maskless optical lithography tool (Heidelberg MLA 150), with a dose of 100 mJ/cm² at 405 nm. This writes the pocket pattern to the wafer.

7. *Development* The wafer is developed for at 60 seconds in CD-26 (Microposit), then rinsed in water.

8. *Pattern Transfer* The pattern is transferred to the silicon nitride using an inductively coupled reactive ion etcher with a C₄H₈/SF₆ chemistry. The etch runs for 4 minutes and 30 seconds, and etches through the nitride layer.

9. *Resist Stripping* Resist is removed by placing the wafer in heated Remover PG for >1 hour, followed by 5 minutes in acetone, then methanol, then IPA.

10. *Pocket Etching* The pockets are etched by using the KOH release recipe described in A.1.4. For a full wafer, we used 30 mL DI, 6g KOH, and 600 µL IPA, then etched for 4 hours or until the etch looks complete by eye (the membranes at the bottom will be translucent).

The individual chips should be easily separated after the etch and are ready to use.
B.1 Experimental Details

In this section we provide additional information that helps to reproduce the experiment.
B.1.1 Sample fabrication

The sample fabrication consists of three main steps: Fabrication of the micro-pockets, loading the magnet and adding the cover and magnetizing the magnet.

Fabrication of pockets

The pocket fabrication is detailed in A.2.

Loading magnets and adding cover

Magnets are loaded using a home built microscope setup. The empty pocket device is mounted on an iron (and slightly magnetized) mount. A small quantity of unmagnetized particles are placed on a clean surface, and the microscope is used to identify one of the required size. A sharp tungsten tip (Omniprobe) mounted to a piezo stage is then touched to the particle to pick it up, and to place it into the bottom of the pocket. This is repeated to place multiple particles. Once the process is complete, either a thin glass slide (mechanics measurements) or a diamond (NV measurements) is placed over the pockets and secured with Crystalbond 555 (EMS) to keep the particles contained.

Wirebonding and magnetization

Once the particle have been loaded, we wirebond (Dicing Systems model 4523) the chip to a custom printed circuit board (PCB). Finally, we magnetize the sample. We first place the entire sample in a strong superconducting magnet while the magnet is off. We then increase the magnetic field to 4 Tesla at a rate of .27 Tesla/min, and ramp down to zero Tesla at the same rate.
Device after full preparation. The microfabricated sample is affixed to the PCB with nail polish (Maybelline, Crushed Candy) before wirebonding. Diamond is affixed over pockets using crystal bond. The image at right shows the backside of the completed fabricated device, with the center inset etched down to reduce the pocket depth and the unetched area forming an outer frame to allow easy handling.

B.1.2 Levitation procedure

To load the magnet into the trap, we start with individual magnets that have been placed in silicon pockets. The bottom of the pockets consists of a thin silicon-nitride membrane and the top holds a thin and transparent glass slide or a diamond. At the beginning of the experiment the magnet rests on the membrane at a distance $h_{\text{cool}}$ above the superconductor (SC). The SC is mounted on a piezo stepper and is thermally linked to the cold-finger of the cryostat. When the temperature of the SC is well below $T_c$, we approach the magnet with the SC. As the magnet comes closer, the induced currents in the superconductor increase to preserve the magnetic field configuration that is present during cooldown. Once the magnetic forces from the induced currents overcome the surface forces between the magnet and the membrane,
the magnet lifts off the membrane and levitates at \( \mathbf{r}_{\text{mag}} = (0, 0, h_{\text{lev}}) \) where the levitation height \( h_{\text{lev}} \approx h_{\text{cool}} \). For small displacements from the equilibrium position \( \mathbf{r}_{\text{mag}} \), the magnet undergoes harmonic motion at frequencies \( \omega_i \ (i = x, y, z) \).

### B.1.3 Camera acquisition

For the mechanical property measurements, we use a long working distance objective (10X Mitutoyo Plan Apo Infinity Corrected Long WD Objective with a depth of focus of 3.5 \( \mu \text{m} \)) that is mounted outside the cryostat. We illuminate the sample with \( \sim 68 \mu \text{W} \) red LED light at the back of the objective and the entire particle is imaged onto a fast camera (Phantom Miro C110 camera) at frame rates up to 4600 FPS. For each frame, we fit the shape of the particle to an ellipse with opencv (https://opencv.org/). The center of the ellipse in each frame gives us the particle position timetrace \( x_c(t), y_c(t) \). Alternatively, we track the center position of the bright spot at the center of the bead. This allows us to reduce the image size and increase the frame rate up to 12000 FPS. In practice, the two methods give the same result.

For the NV-measurement, we perform measurements with a high NA objective (100x Nikon CFI60 TU Plan Epi ELWD Infinity Corrected objective with a depth of focus of 0.43 \( \mu \text{m} \)). The particle is illuminated with a red LED at \( \sim 2.2 \mu \text{W} \). With the high NA, the reduced field of view and depth of field don’t allow observation of the entire particle. However, we still clearly see the central bright reflection, which for the measurements shown in Fig. 3 of the main text are recorded at 300 FPS. The frames are then thresholded by pixel intensity to distinguish between the reflection and the dark background. By taking the center-of-mass of the pixels above threshold for each of these frames, we extract the position of the bead \( (x_c(t), y_c(t)) \) over time.
Figure B.2: Left: a single frame from a video of the particle. The white shape in the center is the reflection of the red LED off of the particle. Middle: the same frame after applying thresholding. Right: the particle fit to an ellipse after thresholding. The red dot in the center is the calculated position, and the blue bar denotes particle orientation.

B.1.4 Determination of the levitation height

The levitation height is determined optically using the microscope setup.

The objective is mounted on a translation stage, and it is moved to focus in turn on the superconductor and the top of the particle. The distance between these two objective positions denotes the levitation height plus the radius of the magnet, the latter of which is independently determined from calibrated microscope images.

B.1.5 Calibration of particle size

We determine the particle radius from optical images that we acquire with the camera that is integrated into our setup. The optical image is calibrated with the width of the microwave stripline, which is fabricated to be 40 µm and imaged with the same camera.
Figure B.3: Left: a single frame from a video of the particle. The white shape is the reflection of the red LED off of the particle. Middle: the same frame after thresholding. Right: the red dot is the average position weighted by pixel intensity after thresholding.

### B.1.6 Gas damping

Gas damping due to residual molecules is a main source of decoherence. Therefore, the experiment has to be performed at high vacuum conditions to eliminate gas damping. Following Beresnev, the viscous damping from a dilute gas is given by

\[ \gamma_{\text{gas}} \frac{2\pi}{2} = \frac{3\eta a}{m 0.619} \left( 1 + c_K \right), \quad (B.1) \]

where \( c_K = 0.31 Kn / (0.785 + 1.152 Kn + Kn^2) \), \( Kn = \bar{l}/a \) is the Knudsen number for the free mean path \( \bar{l} = k_B T_{\text{gas}} / (\sqrt{2} \sigma_{\text{gas}} P_{\text{gas}}) \), and \( \sigma_{\text{gas}} = \pi d_m^2 \), \( d_m = 0.372 \text{ nm} \) is the size of the air molecules and \( m_{\text{gas}} \) the mass. In high vacuum the damping depends linearly on the gas pressure and one finds the linearized expression

\[ \gamma_{\text{gas}} \frac{2\pi}{2} = 0.354 \sqrt{\frac{m_{\text{gas}} P_{\text{gas}}}{k_B T_{\text{gas}} a \rho}} \quad (B.2) \]

Figure B.5 shows the damping and Q-factors for a spherical magnetic particle with radius 15\( \mu \text{m} \). As indicated by the vertical grey area, the expected Q-factor from pure
Figure B.4: Left: An image of the microwave stripline, used to calibrate the images of the particle. Right: An example image of a particle. The yellow outline of the bead is fit to a circle to determine the radius. The software used was ImageJ.

gas damping would be much larger than $10^6$ for the pressures in the experiment, which we estimate to be at most $10^{-5}$mBar.

B.2 Material Properties

B.2.1 YBCO

For the frequency and Q-factor measurements we use 200nm thick YBCO films on Al$_2$O$_3$ from Star electronics (www.starcryo.com). Due to their strong fluorescence, for the NV-measurements we changed the sc sample to a 500nm thick YBCO films on Al$_2$O$_3$ from MTI (www.mtixtl.com) with specified $J_c = 2 - 3 MA/cm^2$ at (77K, 0T) and $T_c = 90K$. 
Figure B.5: Gas damping for a $a = 15\mu m$ magnet at $T_{\text{gas}} = 10K$. The vertical shaded grey area shows the experimental range of pressures, with the most conservative estimate $10^{-5}$mBar and the vertical shaded grey area shows the corresponding damping rates and Q-factors.

B.2.2 Magnet

The magnetic particle are picked from MQP-S-11-9-20001-070 Isotropic Powder from www.magnequench.com, which is based on a Nd-Pr-Fe-Co-Ti-Zr-B alloy. The manufacturer specified residual induction is $B_r = 730 – 760$ mT, the energy product $(BH)_{\text{max}} = 80 – 92$ kJ/m$^3$, the intrinsic coercitivity $H_{\text{ci}} = 670 – 750$ kA/m, the Curie temperature $T_{\text{Curie}} = 320^\circ C$, and density $= 7430$ kg/m$^3$. 
B.2.3 Diamond

The experiments were performed using electronic grade diamonds grown by Element Six with a natural isotopic abundance of carbon. The diamonds were then cut and polished to a thickness of 40um. NV centers are generated by irradiating the sample with Nitrogen 15 ions at 6 KeV energy with a dose of $2 \times 10^9$/cm$^2$, which is done at the Innovion commercial foundry (https://www.innovioncorp.com/). This is followed by an anneal at 800°C. Previous results have shown that these implantation energies result in an approximate NV depth of 15 ± 10 nm$^{87}$. 
C

pylabcontrol: a platform for scientific experiment control

C.1 Introduction

A core component of modern physics experiments is laboratory control software, which controls and coordinates experimental equipment, collects data, and performs
initial analysis. However, it is usually considered a low priority that takes time away from the core scientific objectives of the lab, and thus has minimal resources dedicated to it. This is exacerbated in academic settings by the high turnover of students. Many experiments will be run on Labview or Matlab code created by long-graduated students, then added to by subsequent ones in ad-hoc ways as new requirements arise. The result is often a Frankenstein’s monster of poorly planned, poorly documented, fragile, and buggy code that slowly sucks additional resources to remain in a usable state. In addition, there tends to be minimal code reuse in or between labs, even when researchers are using the same equipment to perform similar experiments.

pylabcontrol seeks to solve these issues by providing a powerful, generic platform for laboratory control for any field. It defines an interface for controlling experimental instruments, and combining them together into complex scripts, which can be further combined to run complex experiments. A PyQt5 GUI allows real time visualization and manipulation of results. Data acquisition, storage, and retrieval are standardized. It utilizes git for version control, is well documented, and has been distributed under the GPLv3 license. This core code has been used in labs throughout Harvard, and a robust version of the code has been released on the python package index (pypi) for easy installation.

On top of this generic framework, users can create pluggable toolkits, which provide the specific instruments and scripts that they need to carry out experiments in their field of choice. Since the elements of every toolkit implement the same interface, individual instruments and scripts, or even full toolkits, can be easily shared between labs to maximize efficiency. Here, we’ll specifically discuss the b26_toolkit developed for quantum optics experiments and used for those reported in this thesis.
C.1.1 Choosing Python

pylabcontrol is implemented in Python 3, which has become an extremely popular choice for scientific programming. A high level language, python has a low barrier to entry, is human readable, and is concise, making it a great fit for a platform intended for researchers who may not have deep programming or computer science expertise. pylabcontrol also can leverage the wide variety of scientific packages already available via Anaconda\textsuperscript{90} and the python package index\textsuperscript{91}, such as SciPy\textsuperscript{92} and NumPy\textsuperscript{93}, to maximize researcher productivity. Since python use is becoming widespread, most hardware vendors are providing python code. And for those that don’t, packages such as ctypes\textsuperscript{94}, Python for .NET\textsuperscript{95}, and pyserial\textsuperscript{96} allow interfacing with instruments via C dlls, .NET dlls from C# and other languages, and serial connections respectively, among many other connection available connection protocols. The same code can be used for real time analysis during the experiment, and then called afterwards in a Jupyter notebook for a more detailed look at the data. The main disadvantage of choosing python would be the slow code execution of a scripting language, but in the author’s experience most experiments are hardware timed to be precise down to tens of nanoseconds or otherwise limited by communication times rather than code execution times. If necessary, any critical codepaths can be written and optimized in C/C++ then called from pylabcontrol.

C.2 Modern Quantum Optics Laboratory Control Software

Several other generic laboratory control platforms used mostly for quantum optics experiments have been developed either just before or concurrently with pylabcontrol. The most popular ones known to the author are labRAD\textsuperscript{97} and Qudi\textsuperscript{98}. LabRAD
uses a client-server architecture, while Qudi has a central manager to handle separate experimental modules. Both have advantages and support some features currently lacking in pylabcontrol, such as running a single experiment across multiple computers. However, they also have higher complexity, both in terms of initial setup and learning curve, and the overhead and burden of knowledge required to implement new features or experiments. pylabcontrol is extremely simple to use, has a simple and well documented core module, and can be installed and running in just a few minutes. There are also a large number of bespoke systems, such as pi3diamond\textsuperscript{99}, created and optimized for a single lab’s experiments. pylabcontrol’s fully generic core package can be shared across labs and fields, vastly reducing overhead, driving code sharing, and allowing researchers to concentrate on the science rather than maintaining their own software package.

C.3 pylabcontrol Core

pylabcontrol is split into a 'core' package, which provides the core framework and structure, and toolkits that plug into this core package to implement the experiments for a specific application. This section will describe the structure and main components of this core package.

C.3.1 Structure

pylabcontrol consists of three main hierarchical components:

1. \textit{Instruments} Instruments are software objects, each of which corresponds to a single physical piece of hardware. They include logic to initialize and commu-
nicate with the hardware, and maintain an internal state with settings for that instrument.

2. *Scripts* Scripts are software objects that bundle together zero or more instruments into a modular chunk of an experiment. They include the logic for which instruments should receive what commands at what time, and process, save, and perform initial analysis on the data. Scripts can also be *nested* so that they contain other scripts, building up progressively more complicated experiments from these chunks.

3. *GUI* Scripts can be loaded into a fully functional and customizable GUI, which allows researchers to set the experimental parameters and see the results in real time.

### C.3.2 Instruments

All instruments inherit directly from the *Instrument* class, logically an abstract class which provides an interface and basic functionality for hardware devices. The interface for Instrument is displayed in figure 1. Each of these fields or functions are described below and must be implemented by the user.

#### Interface

1. *settings* Each instrument contains a settings dictionary. This stores the state of the instrument as *Parameters*, mapping a property of the instrument to its value. Parameter inherits from python’s *dict* and acts as a key value pair with three additional fields, *valid_values*, *info*, and *visible*. The first defines valid values for the value, which can either be a list (such as a list of valid ports) or
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class Instrument(object):
    _DEFAULT_SETTINGS = ...
    # Dictionary containing the state of the instrument
    _PROBES = ...
    # List of values that can be read off of the hardware
    def __init__(self, name=None, settings=None):
        # Initialize the instrument, including connecting to the
        # device
    def update(self, settings):
        # Define how changes to settings should be propagated to
        # the hardware
    def read_probes(self, key=None):
        # Define how values should be read out from the hardware

Listing 1: Interface for the Instrument Class

a python type. If a Parameter value is set to a non-allowed value, an error is
thrown. This prevents, for example, a voltage being set to a string, which might
then be sent on to the physical instrument and either cause it to enter an error
state or, worse, cause dangerous undefined behavior. The second is a text field
that gives additional information on the key-value pair, allowing users a better
eplanation of the purpose for a given Parameter. The third is an internal flag
on whether a Parameter should be user editable or fixed, and thus whether to
display it in a GUI. Standard parameters can be accessed via the dot operator,
for example instrument.param. Parameters can also be nested, so for example a
point parameter might contain two sub-parameters, x and y coordinates. This
allows Parameters to be a powerful, flexible tool.

2. update The instrument defines an update function, which allows the hardware
dictionary to be updated. The default implementation will update all internal
settings. However, this can be extended by the user to update settings on the
physical device. If an setting on a device is updated in software, this function
can ensure the change is automatically propagated to the hardware.

3. \_connect() and \_\_init\_\_(name=None,settings=None) The instrument con-
tains a connection function \_connect and an initialization function \_\_init\_.
\_connect defines how the computer can use the desired communication protocol
to connect to the hardware, and it will be called by \_\_init\_\_ to initialize the
hardware to the state given by either the input or the default settings dictio-
nary.

4. Probes An instrument contains a (possibly empty) set of Probes, which is a list
of values that can be read off from the hardware, as well as an accompanying
function to perform that read.

**Built-in Functionality**

Though most behavior is specific to the requirements of a given device, some func-
tonality is provided by default. Instrument contains a loading function, which han-
dles instrument instantiation, loading, error handling, and integration into Scripts.
All Instruments can also be saved to disk, allowing documentation and the instrument
with a snapshot of the current settings for lab notes or reloading for future experi-
ments, as well as a dictionary representation of the instrument to assist with debug-
ging.
class Script(QObject):
    _DEFAULT_SETTINGS = ...
    _INSTRUMENTS = {...}
    _SCRIPTS = {...}
    def __init__(name=None, settings=None, instruments=None, scripts=None, log_function=None, data_path=None):
        # Initialize the script as necessary.
        def _function():
            # The core of the Script. This is executed when the script
            # is run.
            def _plot(axes_list, data = None):
                # Plot a script for the first time, preparing the figure,
                # axes labels, etc as necessary
                def _update_plot(axes_list):
                    # Update the data in a plot first created with _plot

Listing 2: Interface for the Script Class

C.3.3 Scripts

All scripts inherit either directly from the Script class, logically an abstract class which provides an interface and basic functionality for the scripts, or from another Script class. The interface for Script is displayed in figure 2. Each of these fields or functions are described below and must be implemented by the user.

Interface

1. settings Like Instruments, Scripts contain a settings dictionary of Parameters that stores the state of the script and the settings that it will use when it is run. This contains at minimum a path to where data should be saved and a descriptive tag to use when saving that data.
2. **Instruments** and **Scripts** A list of instruments and subscripts the Script will use during execution. Because instruments and subscripts are fully abstracted, those that expose the same API can be easily switched out if, for example, a device is upgraded to a different model.

3. **function()** This is the function defining the experimental logic for the script that will be executed when the script is run.

4. **_plot(ax)** and **_update_plot(ax)** Optional functions that defines how data should be plotted when the script is run. _plot defines how the data is plotted the first time, and is thus responsible for setting up the figure and axes, while _update_plot handles subsequent plot updates and therefore can reduce rendering overheads if necessary for fast visualization. It assumes a canvas is available, such as is provided in the GUI.

**Built-in Functionality**

Scripts provide a wide array of default behaviors, so that a new fully functioning script can be written with a minimum of required coding.

1. **Loading** Loading and initialization of Scripts is taken care of so they can be effortlessly integrated into other scripts or a GUI without any additional coding beyond the interface shown above.

2. **Data Handling** Every Script has a dictionary *data*. All data stored in this dictionary will be automatically saved and timestamped with a separate file for each key, along with images of any associated plots. This data can be easily reloaded into other python code or Jupyter notebooks using the supplied
load(path) function, which takes in a path to the data and will recreate the dictionary.

3. **Logging** Scripts include a log(message) function, with any text logged automatically written to file during execution. This can be used to easily have a human readable record of the execution flow, to update the user on the current status, or to assist with debugging.

4. **Timing** The time elapsed and estimated time remaining are automatically calculated for each script.

**ScriptIterators**

Researchers will often run numerous experiments that are only slight variations of each other. For example, one may want to run a set of subscripts in a slightly different order, or loop over one subscript, or repeat an experiment while sweeping one parameter. With the architecture described above, one needs to write a new script to perform each of these minor modifications. This can add significant development time and opens the door to bugs.

Our solution to this problem is *ScriptIterators*, dynamically generated scripts that follow preset templates. By default, users can chain any number of scripts in arbitrary order, create *loops*, where a set of scripts are repeated N times, or create *parameter sweeps*, where the scripts are repeated with one variable changed for each run. ScriptIterators can also be nested, allowing multi-dimensional sweeps over multiple variables or loops over sweeps to build up statistics. Toolkits can also define their own types of iterators if other functionality is desired.

Internally, ScriptIterators are dynamically defined at runtime using python’s `type`
function. Since python is interpreted rather than compiled, new objects can be defined during code execution rather than having to be known at compile time. Each ScriptIterator can then be a fully defined class that inherits from Script. Thus, they appear identical to manually coded scripts to the rest of the codebase, and no additional overhead is needed to support them.

C.3.4 GUI

pylabcontrol provides a convenient and customizable GUI to use as the default way to run experiments in the lab. The provided GUI has two blank figures, a metadata box, and four tabs: Scripts, Probes, Instruments, and Datasets. The Scripts tab allows Scripts to be imported into the GUI. It then displays the settings, allowing users to input the parameters and run each loaded experiment. When a script is run, the data will be displayed on one or both of plots based on the plotting behavior defined in the script. Plots from different completed scripts can be toggled between by clicking on them in the table. Probes allows real time monitoring of hardware values from instruments. Instruments can be imported and their settings controlled in the instrument tab, or they will be automatically imported into this tab if required for an imported script. After a script is run, the plots and data can be moved to and accessed from the Datasets tab, allowing viewing or saving of previous data. Global information, such as the path that all scripts should use for saved data, is set in the metadata box at the bottom.

Because of the abstraction provided by the Script and Instrument interfaces, all Script and Instruments written by users will be compatible with and can be immediately used in the GUI with no additional overhead. However, this configuration of plots and windows may not be ideal for all users. The layout can be easily edited us-
ing QtDesigner, which provides its own intuitive UI, or another similar program to better fit any individual user’s needs.

C.4 TOOLKITS

Specific Scripts and Instruments written for a given application are contained in Toolkits. There is a strong abstraction boundary between Toolkits and the core code, so the core will not be aware of the contents of individual Toolkits, allowing it to remain fully generic. Unlike the core, which needs to remain highly stable, Toolkits are intended to be constantly expanding and under development as new experiments are proposed and may contain many files under active development at any time. They should be shared between labs, to maximize researcher efficiency and prevent users from rewriting code that already exists elsewhere.

C.4.1 B26__TOOLKIT

We provide B26__toolkit as an example toolkit which provides the necessary instruments and scripts to run quantum optics experiments. The toolkit is split into a series of different modules:

1. Instruments Instruments includes implementations of common lab equipment, such as a National Instruments DAQ, Stanford Research System microwave generator, and Spincore pulseblaster.

2. Scripts Scripts includes standard experiments and experiment components, such as Galvonometer Scan, ESR, and a set of pulsed AC magnetometry experiments.
3. **ScriptIteratorB26** The core package contains a toolkit-specific ScriptIterator. This incorporates Scripts from the toolkit to allow the user to select a series of NVs from a galvonometer scan, optionally center the laser on the NV point spread function, then run a chosen experiment on each. The core code automatically incorporates these specialized ScriptIterators as an option in the GUI.

4. **Plotting** Plotting includes a series of 1D and 2D plotting functions, many of which are generic and can be used in newly created Scripts.

5. **data_plotting and data_analysis** data_plotting and data_analysis contain a series of data plotting, fitting, and analysis functions to assist in performing a variety of NV experiments.

The toolkit thus provides a fully featured set of tools for the experiments presented in this thesis and that can be used by anyone in the community performing similar experiments.

### C.5 Future Work

pylabcontrol is currently a fully featured platform in use daily in multiple labs. However, there are additional features we would like to add to future versions.

1. **Plot Settings** Currently, the settings used for the GUI’s plots are determined at the beginning of the Script’s execution, and only matplotlib’s limited interactive controls are available. However, a user may want to make changes during the execution as they see the initial data coming in, for example changing a colorbar range or the number of runs averaged. Plot settings would expand the GUI functionality to allow user-configurable settings for each plot that would
remain active during execution, and whose changes would be immediately reflected in the plots.

2. **Configuration Files for Instruments** Currently, the default settings for each instrument are hardcoded in the instrument file. This can cause issues when using version control, as different computers using the same type of instruments will likely want them to have different default values such as connection ports. The default settings will thus be offloaded into external JSON configuration files.

3. **Improved Error Handling** Currently, error handling must be implemented in a bespoke way by the user for each Instrument and Script. We would like to add some basic error handling to the included features, as well as a specification of how this handling should be implemented to the interface.

4. **Feed Forward ScriptIterators** Currently, ScriptIterators can only include Scripts that can function independently. However, there are many occasions where a user may want to take the results of a previous script and use them as a setting for a subsequent one. By adding a feed forward method, so that an arbitrary Script setting can be set to the data value of a previous Script, we drastically expand the set of use cases for these iterators.

5. **Multi-Computer Architecture** Some experiments require coordination between multiple computers, each of which are connected to their own set of devices. While this is not the primary intended mode for pylabcontrol, it is something that would be useful to support for some use cases. This can be implemented with a RPC interface, where one machine acts as a coordinator and calls func-
tions on the others. This has been prototyped but not yet integrated into the current code, and when doing so would be built around the existing core code-base to make sure that code’s complexity is kept to a minimum.

The current state of the project and further improvements can be seen on the project’s github page\textsuperscript{100}. 
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